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in\
he won'~ allow·hllnself-to_-b_~·called-

"rabbi" on the basis of Mattl:iew 23:8. I
guess ifl were to pick what I would want to
be called by you, my friends, it would be
simply "Moishe."01·, if you feel a need to be
formal about it, you could call me "Brother
Moishe" or "Mr. Rosen." But whatever your
practice in addressing others, please don't
call me "father," "master," or "rabbi."
Actually,just "brother" would do nicely.

-~c;l

I think of two members of the
Watchtower Society who presented
themselves at my door as "ministers."
While they had a technical right to such a
title according to their own religious
organization, it only served to reduce their
already low credibility in my sight.
Recently, I have been disturbed to
~ _some ~LmY _coY,ea~~,,, }n_the_
Jewish Christian movement taking to .
calling themselves "rabbis.'" Perhaps
they think this will enhance their persons
with the Jewish conununity. I can't
imagine what kind of exegetical flip-flops
they do to excuse themselves from obeying
Jesus' command in Matthew 23:8:
"But be rwt ye called Rabbi: for one is
your Ma.ster, even Christ; and all ye are
brethren."
Frankly, this is an embarrassment
me. In my mind I can see Jewish people say,
"There goe!! that phony rabbi who's
preaching that phony Christ." Perhaps if
they were rabbis before they came to Christ
it m'ight be acceptable. Or even if they had
gone to genuine rabbinical schools and
been ordained as Jewish clergymen
afterwards, there might be some validity to
it. But the use of an unearned title is not
merely disobedience to the Lord; it might
even be fraud.
There is only one converted rabbi
the whole United States whom I know

~~'\W~ ~*ill »~~Mc?>·
I could see the fluffy white anima1s with
a card around 'their necks whicP, said,
"Sheep," and the taller animals with signs
strung between their horns which said,
"Cow." The British might do that someday.
Already they have brass plates above the
doorknobs of many homes with names and
letters after them, like, "George Jones,
B~A.," or "Thc:m1as_Smith,O.B.E." At one of
my meetings in Great :Britrun, someone
handed me a card that had the set of letters
after his name, "Gr.Th." My curiosity got
the best of me and I asked what it meant.
He replied, "Graduate in Theology."
At one time I was a1most as keen on such
things. After my ordination services, one of
the ordaining ministers re-introduced me
to my wife by saying, "I want you to meet
'the Reverend Mr. Rosen.'" Ceil quietly
smiled and said, "/ don't know about
Reverend, but I hope that he'll always be
reverent." I argued with my wife's
priorities, but I did like to use the title
Reverend whenever I introduced myself.
My checks had "Rev." before my name and I
choSe to be so listed in the phone book. After
all, I had properly trained for the ministry
and passed an ordination examination. I
had earned it and deserved it, and, frankly,
I enjoyed all of the little courtesies, the
minister's discount at department stores
and the small honors of being addressed as
"Reverend."
-Irwas-abour~n=years-Ja:terthat -a
thorough study of Matthew 23:1-12
convicted me about appellations of honor.
The sheep, cow, tree and hill don't need
labels and I, as a man of God, am. content to
be addressed as "brother" according to
Matthew 23:8. I don't feel any disdain for
those who use such titles as long as they
properly earn them. However, I am
concerned about the unauthorized use of
titles which serve to mislead.

leader of Jews for Jesus

ITT)<gW/ ~ ~ ~ ·~ .~ ~

'ITII'ITILIE§ by Moishe Rosen,
"Then spake Jesus to the multitude, and
to his disciples, Saying, The scribes and the
Pharisees sit in Mose1 seat: All therefore
whatsoever they bid you obseroe, tha.t
observe and do; but do not ye after their
works: for they say, and do not. For they
bind heavy burdens and grievous to be
boT'TU!, and lay them on men's shoulders; but
__ .they_ themselves will_not mgyg_l./]!!!Jl. with o~ __
oftheir fingers.
·
"But all their works they do for to be seen
of men: they make broad their phylacteries,
and enlarge the borders of their garments,
And love the uppermost rooms at feasts, and
the chief seats in the synagogl.ll!s, And
greetings in the markets, and to be called of
men, Rabbi, Rabbi.
"But be notye called Rabbi: for one is your
Master, even Christ; and all ye are brethren.
And call no man your father upon the earth:
for one is your Father, which is in heaven.
Neither be ye called masters: for one is your
Master, even Christ.
"But he that is greatest among you shall
be your servant. And whosoever shall exalt
himself shall be abased; and he tha.t shall
humble himselfshall be exalted."

Matthew 23:1-12
While riding on a British Railway
train from London to Manchester, I
looked out on the pastoral countryside,
criss-crossed with hedges and dotted
-w:tth-sheep·and-cattle;Forme, it·was-a ·- time of contemplation, reflection and
prayer. In thinking about this
countryside, I remembered how each
of the scenic objects presented itself to
be admired.
Perhaps the British sense of humor was
beginning to affect me because my mind
imagined a ludicrous scene: each anima1
was labeled and every tree bore a placard of
its genus.

Use the enclosed order form to buy the Israelight album just released, ARISE & SHINE..The
cost of the album is $4.99 plus 40¢ postage and handling. (Calif. residents please add 6% tax.)
(This introductory offer for ARISE & SHINE is good until August 31, 1977.)
When you order the album, write a note and tell us what other witnessing aids you'd like us to
offer.

·

We believe that Jewish people who accept Christ are
representative of other Jews. However, many Jewish community
leaders make public statements about how Jews who come to Christ
are less intelligent, less educated and the product of broken homes.
Tlie Graduate Theological Union Library of Berkeley,
California, conducted a study of Hebrew Christians across
the nation, and their findings seem to verify our position. The
survey showed that:
1. The average reported number of years of education is 14.91
(almost three full years of college). This is despite the fact that
some of the respondents are not yet out of high school. This
statistic is impressive in comparison to United States median
education levels as reported in the U.S. Census. It lists 12.4
years for males, 12.3 for females.

2. With regard to occupations, 37% of those surveyed were full-time
students, 22o/o were listed as professional or technical workers,
and 9% were in full-time ministerial work. Among the
respondents were Hebrew Christian doctors, pharmacists,
producers, teachers, attorneys an:d librarians.
3. The family background indicates less divorce and separation of
parents than the national average. Among Hebrew Christians,
14% have experienced the divorce of their parents in contrast to
national studies of American couples which indicate a divorce
rate of over 20%.
4. Those surveyed indicated the branch of Judaism they identified
with while growing up as 37.6% Reform, 34% Conservative and
15.1% Orthodox. Another 12.8% considered themselves to be
"just Jewish." Comparing this with a similar survey of

non-Christian Jews, we find a similar response with a slightly
lower Reform identification.
5. The average age a respondent came to believe in Christ is 20.8
years. Almost two-thirds became Hebrew Christians within six
months of hearing the Gospel and 75% within one year.

6. The dominant theological convictions of those filling out the
survey were "evangelical" (53%). Only 3% checked the libera1
category.
7. In answer to the question, "Have you ever actively wit.nessed for
_Christ?" 96% said yes.
This 71 question, six page survey was filled out by over 900
Hebrew Christians.
Perhaps the most significant statistics reflect the lifestyle of
the respondents after becoming believers in Jesus. Many are
working in profes.sional capacities. Those in school have a significantly higher grade point average since coming to Christ. In families where there was tension, for the most part communication·has· ..
improved.

-

Jewish community leaders and rabbis will no doubt continue to
come out with self-serving statements which seek to explain our
"mistake." However, we hope that the findings of this survey, done
by an objective group not affiliated with Hebrew Christians, will get
thinking Jews to look at the real issue: is Jesus the Messiah or not?
That's a question God will gladly answer for those who really want
to know.
If you are a Jewish Christian or you know of Jewish
Christians who have not completed this survey fonn, surveys
are available from our San Rafael office.
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All ministries need to plan ahead. This is right and good So,
one night after Bible Study, some of us sat around and
hypothesized on what things could be like in ten years.
Imagine if in ten years. ..
o We'll discover that Jh'an Moskowitz, leader of the New
Jerusalem Players, really can sing On key.
. -- --- - - ·
o A Gentile meets a Jewish person and asks, "Are you one of the
Jews who believes in Jesus or are you the other kind?"

o We'll be growing out of owned proj>erty instead of rented
property.

o Martha Ruth Brickner will finally hit her spurt ofgrowth and be
five feet tall.
o Brooklynite Susan Perlman admits she was really born in
Houston, Texas.
o Stuart and Naomi Dauermann of the Liberated Wailing Wall
finally see the bottom of their suitcases.
o Jim Warnock stops thinking of a night on the town as a visit to
McDonald's.
o Shoshana Moore stops saying UF DA and masters OY VEY.
O We have an Operation Lone Crater of David to evangelize the

Jews on the Moon.
o Moishe Rosen says, "Next week rm really going on that diet."
O Reuben B. Rubin, who just got everyone

wcall him Barry Rubin,

throws up his hands when his wife wants to be called Steffi Steffi.
o These difficult days will be the good old days.

Mark W. is a very lucky yowig man. He is a Jewish
unbeliever for whom God seems to have a special plan,
for Mark has escaped death at least eight times. Most
while driving
Minneaf>Ol'is'7"freewaY,·he- felt compelled to change lanes for no reason. A
split-second later a diesel truck jumped the highway
divider and demolished the car to Mark's left, killing all
involved. Had Mark not changed lanes, he too would
have been killed.

- recently,

on a

Mark has died on two occasions. His heart stopped
during one illness, and during an accident. Both times
miraculously, through heart massage he was brought
back to life.
Now Mark is asking questions. He's been in touch
with Rhoda Dorf, one of the Jews for Jesus volunteer
workers in Minneapolis. He recently remarked, '"'/

belt.eve God has His hand on me and is calling me ro His
service, but I .still canrwt belt.eve that Jesus is the
Messiah."

Pray that God's Spirit reveals the reality of the
Messiah to Mark.
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CAMPAIGN
PRAYER REMINDER

MORE ON OPERATION
LONE STAR OF DAVID

·-

Several synagogues in Texas held symposiums on "How to
Deal With the Missionaries" as a direct reaction to our
year-long Texas outreach, Operation Lone Star of David. One
of these was held at an Orthodox synagogue in Dallas.
__ S.~tting in t!te group that night was a Russian Jew, recently
"hiimigrated '~ "iliiscountry~When"he had first come to America,
he attended several of the synagogues in the Dallas area. There he
met people who helped him to get relocated and established.
:Elsewhere he en.countered many Americans. Among them were
some born again Christians. When they found out that he was
Jewish, they gave him a book written by a Hebrew Christian, Zola
Levitt. These Christians contacted Zola and arranged an eventual
meeting over dinner. Zola took him to the meetings of a Jewish
mission in Dallas, and, so, in America, he had the opportunity to
meet Gentiles and Jews who were for Jesus.
While the Jewish community had helped him get
established, he was particularly impressed with the Jewish
Christians be met. They were offering more than physical help.
They not only were extending themselves by inviting him to their
!homes, but they seemed genuinely interested in who he was.
And so, as be sat that night in the meeting at the synagogue
and listened to this Jewish community leader attempting to
discredit Jews for Jesus, he knew the allegations were unfair.
He walked out in the middle ofthe meeting saying he was turned off
that the speaker lambasted us so badly. Here was one person who
would not be blind to prejudicial rhetoric.
A few months later, this same man made a decision for Christ and
was recently baptized. In his testimony ofsalvation, he said that the
symposium was a turning point. The attitudes of unfairness
-displayed·-at-· the· meeting~·and 7-obvious .u ntruths were_
instrumental in his coming to see his own prejudices.
Overcoming these was a major step toward his own decision to follow
the truth ofJesus.
Most ofour previous evangelistic campaigns have been evaluated
on the basis of literature distributed and contacts made. Operation
Lone Star of David is unique in that our primary goal is to heighten
the consciousness of the Jewish comrnunity.....,Jews can and do
!believe in Jesus! As more Jews in Texas hear about Christ, no doubt
there will be more symposiums and disputations.It is our hope that,
[ike our Russian friend, others will be challenged to meet our
Messiah. The outreach continues through 1977.

When you receive this newsletter, our New York summer witnessing campaign will have begun. Each day we'll
be distributing thousands of Gospel tracts throughout the New
York area. Please pray for those involved in this campaign.
Pray for their physical and spiritual strength. Pray that God
teaches·them many things·and·gives·them wisdom in dealing . . ,
with the varied situations they'll be encountering. Pray for Sam
Nadler as he coordinates and leads this outreach. Pray for
those millions of people who will receive a brief Gospel wit·
ness and pray for those who want to know more.

Jeff Fritz, Groupleader of our Boston Branch, is preparing
"Awake 0 Israel" This is a l~orlnute radio show aired daily on
WRYT (950 on the AM dial) in the Boston area.
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Maureen came in contact with us because she was working
on a term paper titled, "Contemporary Movements." In
talking with Rivka Chester, however, she expressed personal
concerns that had come from her research. At one point, she
blurted out: ~Suppose a person really beli£ved in God . .. Why
do they have to beli,eve in Jesus ... Is there really only one
way?"
Rivka asked Maureen ifshe knew what it meant to be born
again. Maureen knew that she had to be saved, and she
confessed knowing that she wasn't. Rivka then asked her if
she would like to receive Christ, and Maureen burst into tears.
~1 don'tthinkfmreadyyet ... I wanttobeli£ve . .. but! don't."
Rivka and Maureen prayed together that day that God
would give her the faith she needed, if only the size of a grain
of mustard seed. Please add your prayers to ours in petitioning
God for that faith in Maureen's heart.

Danny Schwartz, Gwenn Schwartz, Joel Goldst.ein, Zhava Glaser,
Susanna Jarrard, and Mitch Glaser.

~arol

is a Jewish Christian from New York, now living in
California. Not long ago, she led her younger brother to the
Lord over the phone, and a few months later, surprised her
family on the East Coast with an unexpected visit. Knowing of
our branch, she brought her family to the Jews for Jesus
Tuesday night Biible study. Her parents sat in the back row
and acted like they were determined not to like what they saw
and heard.

Pictured above is our Mobile Evangelistic Team, lsraelight. Last
month you saw pictures of them in Northern Ireland where they were part
of our witnes.sing team. When they got back to the States, they recorded
their first album, "Arise and Shine."
The team's groupleader is Mitch Glaser, a student at Talbot Seminary.
In September, Mitch and his wife, Zhava, will begin heading our Los
Angeles work. Zhava is a graduate of the University of Southern
California as a Jewish Studies major.
Danny Schwartz and Joel Goldstein are both Jews for Jesus Scholarship
students presently attending Biola College. Danny's wife, Gwenn, is a
graduate of Bethel College in Minneapolis. Susanna Jarrard, the group's
soprano, is a graduate of the University ofCalifornia at San Diego.
They will be making their first U.S. tour this summer. Their tour route
t.akes them from Phoenix, Arizona, through Texas and parts of Louisiana,
Mississippi, Tennessee and Kentucky up to Missouri, then Indiana, New
Jersey, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Ifyou would be interested in hearing
Israelight or you know areas along this route in which they might
minister, please contact our Department of Mobile Evangelism at
P.O. Box 3558, San Rafael, California, 94902.

After the study, Saro Nadler met them and was able to
explain our beliefs and share from the Scriptures. In spite of
themselves, they were curious. The biggest surprise came at
the end of the evening when Carol's mother said, "I'd like to
co·m£ back again."
Neither one has returned though their son (Carol's younger
brother both in the flesh and now in the Lord) has been
attending more of the Bible studies, with his parent's
permis.sion. Please continue to pray for the parents.

Dave Lipkowitz and Kresha Warnock spoke in a church
near our national headquarters. After their presentation,
Steve came up to Kresha and fotroduced himself as being
Jewish and indicated an interest in Jesus.
Steve didn't give Kresha much information about himself,
yet he wanted to talk. She remembers, "/ didn't know quite
what to say, but I began talking about SOm£ of the comnwn
stumbling blocks Jewish people have to the Gospel. God must
have given me those words because Steve said, 'Yeah, thats
,exactly what/ wanted to hear.'"
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He had friends who had been witnessing to him for two
years. When Kresha asked ifhe would like to receive Christ at
that point, he said, "No." A week or so later, Kresha and her
husband, Jim, visited with Steve at the home of some of his
friends. After hours of discussion, he still wasn't ready to
make a public decision. The next morning he called Kresha
and Jim to share that he finally did receive the Messiah, later
that night.
Please pray for his continued testimony and growth•
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eated tcf the dls-

eemiaaUon.' Of Torah Judaism·
amGilg .I~ youth: .
.· 1'be J""8 ·ror Jesus organiza· ·
ticili;. fdUowlnl on .the success of
Blaenl· Qd·. its · leader Rebbetzin
~ ~· as a Jewish revivalist, ~ted the name to
ll8elf as \•HiDeni Ninistries", long ·

aiter·RlDenl. Inc., bad established

Ne\V York Times on July 2 reported
Hineni Minla.lries (the
f r()nt) had
suit .
in Manhattan lo stop the Long
Island .Council of Churches from
disseminating negative .informauon about tbe evangelical group.
· . AS REPORTED by Tiie New
York Times, the suit asks spedfically for an injunction against the
distribution of a letter in which the
Jews for Jesu5 group is charged
with "engaging ln subterfuge and

dishonesty" and with "mixing religious symbols in ways. which

distort their essential me8ning.''
Moishe Rosen, the director of
the san Francisco-based Hineni
ministries, said the letter bad been
picked up In newspaper and magazine articles and "reO~ poorly
on the a~ons of our group, which
are anything but dishonest:"

H -HEBREW-CBRlmAN griups
have incre(lll;ed their activity in the

New York area wi~· cc:immg of
summer.
Recently. an afflUated Hebrew·
Christian ·Group; . B'nal Yeshua
(Sons of Jesus), dedtcated·a·new

~:~------

r uuuwlll8 we ~ew York- Times
report of the law.Sllit by the Jews

$1 million center in Stony Brook,
L.l. The lfOUP· which moved Its

. ·_..

and ."Hlnenl fdlltlstrles" which she
. descdbed as "founded for the ex-

-----~"!"*™·

purchased a l2·!lCft' es.~ n;!sfw ·

the ·NeW'YorkState Unlv. eampus

·~

Stony Brook.

. .

B'NAI VF.SUVA proselytllff
on ·~e college campus and invites
Jewish.students to attend I~ week·
1y Friday .night Sabbath service at
its headquarters.
Jews for Jesus bas no church,
Mr.
said, but encourages
Jews lo ~me active In ~elr
local churches. At tlte same Ume,
be added, Jews can conUnue their
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for Jesus ••HiDent Ministries"
aplnst the. Council of Churches,
Barbara Janov, executive director
for Hinenl, lnc.,·tJie Jewish Torah

movement, wrote the paper re·
·questing ·it .· to differentiate ~be·tween the Hlnenl, Inc., a movement dedicated 'to Jewish revival,

headquarters from Tens,
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caps, eating kosher food and obitself and made.known its wotk In
serving Satu~y as the Sabbath.
b~llnl · Jews ·back to. their
The Rev. Jack Alford, the o_.
beritap tbfou8bout the world, It
RABBI MARC H. Tanenbalum,
ecutlve director of the 600-mem- the execuUve directOr of the
was charger in a letter to the New
ber Long Island Council of . Amerlc~n Jewish Committee,
Yolk . Ttnles by Barbara Janov,
·Churches, .said the suit "proves · called lhe noUon of Jewlsh.Cbri&.· exeaitlvedlrect~ ofHlneni, Inc.
the p0int · that we were making tlans "a theoloG;im1J:rity
.. FIVE MONTHS An'ER·llJ.Deni
rejected 1iY bQ
di ·- :Un
was incorporated In ~ew "fork · · about their tactics." He added:
"Tbe Jews for Jesus would like
'ews ln;lbe fo'iirtb cenfury...
State. ~ · Jews for Jesus into deny us our rights protected
corporated as Htnenl 1'1inlstrtes·in
;, The AmeHcan lewiSli"tommitunder freed~m of speecta and freeo.~. .
tee
and' other Jewish groups have
dom of religion. Theirs is the klnd ·
Tbe ope..bosUllty that baa esof mentality that bas been· committed many of their efforts ln
lsted between traditional Jewlsb
recent years to combating the.
spawned In some fascist and
organi.lationS. :and· the Je.rs for
influence of Jewish-Christian
rnunist countries; "
groups. Many Jewish leaders conJesus mc>vement: since its incepsider· these groups to be Christian
tion ID um bas :now .been ex·
evangellstB masquerading as Jews
pressed between tradiUOaal Chris·
tlan poups ·and tbe new wave of
1P an effort to woo Jewish youths
toward Christianity."
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Aher a demons~ratto . pro·. ewish (pickets '. -for jostling the protesters. Police also took
Wednesday out~1de Naz• ~e~ua.rte.rs et. 2518 , .tf>c&e of the demqnstrators . into cust~~ on·.
W. 71st St.. Nazi lea~er ~!a~~ ~llm 1S!f!~~IJ~ge~.of assembli~~ ~;~out,. a pen:nn. ·:J·
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KAHA~E. llH;of ·Ua8 ·~lltut Jev.11b Oft.

U!ague. vowed here Wednelday that if a Ch~
cago Nati group tries to awtb ID Skokie July 4, the ·
JDL will be there to stop il
·
Kahane urged Skokie Clfticlals fo try to stop the
march because it would rewh tn violence.
As Kahane tipoke at a press confereace in trn- St.
Clair Hotel, 162 F.. Ohio St .. the leader of Chicat(o's
Nationalist Socialists Party of America, who had
announced the Skokie march, wu arreslied on the
South Side and charged wilh disorderly conduct.
Frank Collin. 32, was arrested .outside bla Nui
group's headquarters it 2519 W. 71st St., where
police &aid he was jmtl.lng pro.Jewish demonatrareose
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ton. Three demonstrato~ with .the "Jen
Jt:
group also were aneeted. on charges
as•ling for a demonstration without a proper ctty
5'18"
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pennit.
KAllANE. 44. a dual braiu-. . .rlcan riliHa, arStates two week.! ago. He and
l!IOlllt 20 followen staged a three-hour ail-in Monday,
In the offices or the AmericlD Civil Ltberdee Union
In New York City, ~ · ·
,
HIS presence theft and here have been in protea
o1 U.S. Supre:me Court ruJlog June 15 tbal over·

rived· In the United

turned • lowv 41DU?t'1 ban OD the Nut grwp'1 ·•
propoaed J'!l&rch in ~le. . "
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ua 8Dd • Rubin ·• · rwo
othU membels of Jm for
Jesus who were still pickettog.

By Bob Olmstffd
The leader of the American
Nazi Party and three ptcUtiq
Jews for Jesus were·. arrested .

Wedneedly in . ~ confrontation
·to
..~~
party's
SI*'
.
rs
. ~
. .. .
.· POiice mav~ in ~ulckJy min-'"

utea after 11 memben of Jen

for Jesus, a Skokie-based ~
nlzation of Jen conterted to
ChristianJty, began picketing
the Nazi office at 2519 W. 71sL
" Anti.Jew ii anti-Ch1)gl'
they cl&Ht@b
one
t
marcbing time with a tam·
bourine.

as .

Police Sgt. Ronald Ryan
asked the pickets' spokesman,
Bany Rubin, if he bad a per-

mit for a demonstration. Wbeo
Rubin said no, Ryan told him

the ·pickets bad 5 minutes to
leave or be anested. •

As the deadline approached,
of tbe . Nati. ·. bqP tairDg

Fiuk CoOln, ...nanaJ leader
~e ·films

of the pickets.

Be.fore his ·arrest, Rubin said
his gniup was picketing becaiise, "We want to make tbe
stitement that CbristiaDlty · 19
not anti-Jewish.
.J!lcbael Whalen, wbo said
he was the Nazis' 11duty ·officer " confirmed that CoD1n ·
told. die othen to brea,k
up. the Jews-for-Jesus picbt·

bad

Ing.

.

On another front, the Nazis>
figbt to march tbrougll Skokie
move d forward~ Wednesday
w11D ·tbe Illinois Supreme
Court ordered an immediate
~
else a lifting of die .
ban op marching.
. 1be atate's hJgb court acted
orders from the U.S. Supreme Court, which ruled 5 to
4 a week ago that a Skokie ordinance prohibiting the Nazi
march had to be reviewed by
the Illinois courts.
Wednesday's actions means
that the ban must be lifted or a
bearing must be held soon,
probably within a few days.
Be.sides Collin and Rubin,
those arrested and charged
with disorderly conduct were
Identified a5 Loren Dean

or

on·

Jacobs, 311 Vasta Dr.. Wil-

mette, · and Benyamin Elle- ·
gant, 20Z2 N. Mor.an.
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Earlier this year, the board of gov·
ernors of the Long Island Council of
Churches released a strong statement
of condemnation:
The Board .•. notes with alarm that
certain groups are engaging in subterfuge and dishonesty in represent· ·
ing the claims of their faith groups
. • . there is a · confusion which results in mixing religious symbols in
ways which distort their essential
meaning. The Board also deplores
the pressures which result when any·
faith group calls into question the
right to continued existence of another faith group.
However, there is evidence that the
Christian community is more i:eceptive to the aims, if not the methods, of
the Hebrew Christians than such of·
ficial statements indicate. "After all,"
says Christison, "unconverted Jews •• .
make the Christian wonder if perhaps
. Jesus is not the Messiah after all-:· ... ,--._
·._./
Besides, it is an integral part of Christianity to spread the gospel." So, concludes Christison, m.ainline Protestants look upon groups such as the
....... Hebrew Christians as a species of "sur- .
.rogate conversionary agents" who do
the rather unpleasant job of attempt·
ing to convert Jews for them. "If they
[the mainline churches] don't approve of the efforts, they certainly do
nothing to stop them. They couldn't
stop them even if they wanted to,"
Christison adds, "because of pressures
from their local member churches."
Reverend Nathan VanderWerf, a
Presbyterian minister and an official of
the National Council of Churches,
agrees with Christison: "I abhor the
Hebrew Christians, but there is latent
support for them within the mainline
churches."
Written evidence exists suggesting a
dose tie between· Rosen's Jews for
Jesus organization and the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod. In 1976,
Rosen sent a letter to Lutheran pas.
tors, enclosing a "Jewish Evangelism ·
·Survey." "As we have won people to
Christ, we have followed the policy of
referring these converts to the local
Church," he wrote. "Where possible,
we like -.to be able to refer these new
Christians to evangelical congregations such as yours." (Says one former
Jew for Jesus in the Los Angeles area:
"We were made to attend church ser. vices seven days a week, and every day
it was a different church.")
.... ....... ·..

·.·

.....·R0sen's
_- _....letter
.......-...· -··-·--·· ,
dearly spells out his
true aim-to channel Jewish converts
into the established Christian church.
It is significant that, while Rosen says
Jews for Jesus is a unique and independent entity ("Jesus, Yes, Chri,s..
.rianity, Nol" is a favorite slogan) and
that Jews who have accepted Jesus as
the Messiah are not converts but
rather "fulfilled Jews," in this letter
he refers to "converts" and "new .
Chrurians."
·
.When Reverend John F. Steinbruck
of the Luther Place Memorial Church
in Washington, D .C. received Rosen's
letter and survey, he was dismayed and
angered. He sent a copy of Rosen's
correspondence, along with his own
protest, to a high official of the Luth·
eran Church in America.''. The re·· '
SPonse is revealing:
A · number of Lutheran congregations •.. are moving toward a conversion approach in relation to
working with Jewish people. Moishe
Rosen is one of the resource persons
who has been used in this capacity.
(Emphasis added.)
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One aspect of Rosen's role was demonstrated in 1975 when a national pr~
grarhming agency of the Missouri
· Synod issued a sixty-eigh~age book- ~
. let, "Witnessing to the JeWish People,"
·and sent it to .Lutheran pastors, along
with other c;:onversionary materials.
"'·1 ·'
Included in the package were several
of Rosen's Jews for Jesus brochures.
Other recent evidence show9hat
Rosen's alliance with ChristianJ.vangelical churches is more than casualthat, in fact, it underlies his policy of
r°Peration. In a document entitled
I "What Evangelical Christians .~hould
i ~now ·about Jews ~o_r J~~;_A .~~~---.
~
\ dential ReP?r~: fi'_t to be fi'stri.buted
··-··-· -;,_,. ·
~on-~hnsnans(_ Rosen agam re-:;:,
'L ~~~ his goal:
·
We define ourselves as evangelical
, __/"'
fundamentalists and we seek the cooperation of individuals and Chris.
tian bodies meeting this descriptiorv-~ :' ~~<
•.. We believe in affiliation with a
'··-...local church and being accountable
to the church for service and discipline. We will uphold the local
church wherever we can. (Emphasis added.)
We consider ourselve5 an arm of
the local chu,rch. We are prim!lrily
evangelists and we are always mind..: .
ful that we should not usurp the authority of the local pastor. As we
win and disciple [convert] Jewish
people, we urge them either to take
C:their place in a local evangelical
/
. ~.:..
church or establish a congregation
.()-'
,-.:,_:!}: .
and call their own minister. Om
duty is to aid the church at large
and we work as an arm of that body
to gather in the Lost Sheep of the
House of Israel. (Emphasis added.)
It seems clear that Rosen carefully
changes his message to me~t the specific needs of his audience, and as a
result says certain things to Jews apd
exactly the opposite to Christians. His
believers i.n Jesus ar·e not really "Jews
for '·Jesus," but rather converts to
Christianity. Moishe Rosen may have
changed the bottle's shape and ap.pearance, but the wine inside is the
same 1900-year-old vintage.
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"An Adventure With Jesus''
It is 6 p.m. on a beautiful spring Saturday, moments before Jack Hickman's
"Havdalah" service--which, among Jews, marks the end of the Sabbath and
the beginning of the new week. Young men carrying walkie-talkies are standing
. guard around the Lutheran church in East Meadow, Long Island. Inside, other
boys, at approximately six~foot interval5;"11~e rh-e-wa:ll5cWits'lai:ge-gymnasium.
About 500 people are there, nearly everyone sitting on the floor. Men and
women are segregated. All the men wear yarmulkes; many of the women wear
Mogen David necklaces or mezutas. One little girl sports in her pierced ears
, tiny dangling Mogen Davids which match her Magen David necklace.
The crowd consists primarily of teenagers, college students and young families
with small children. Mothers with tiny babies look down on the proceedings
from the glass wall of the nursery room above. (Colored letters spell out "An
Adventure with Jesus" o~ .die nursery wall.) Small children are held on their
· motners' laps or sitalone, dispersed throughout the crowd. There are some
middle-aged, but only one or two old people. The group is middle-class, wholesome, clean-cut; it contains one black girl and a smattering of Orientals.
Everyone listens raptly and participates enthusiastically in the nearly twohour service, most faces reflecting joy. Clearly, practically all of these people
have been here many times before and know the procedure well. . ·
In the center of the room are a temporary Ark, and a large square platform
which functions as a bema, decorated with blue candles at each comer. A band
plays Hebrew folk songs; everyone sings 3;long and claps enthusiastically.
Dancers leap onto the bema and perform Israeli-style folk dances.
Reverend Jack (Abba) Hickman begins his sermon. He is a heavy,set,
bearded, middle-aged man, in an open,necked sportshirt. His approach is casual
and informal. Several younggirls pull out Bibles and notebooks. They take notes
as he begins his talk.
·
Hickman starts with a script1Jre reading from the New Testament, then
rambles for a half hour. God is a Living God, he says, working miracle$ in the
-world. (He frequently refers to God as "Ha Shem"-"The Name.'') God promised that the living Spirit would come into the world, and he has kept that
promise. The Commandments and the Law are a means to an end only. One
must believe and have faith. God is an exciting God-we never know quite
:what,h~oing to do-"whether he is going to senel us tofke ovens .or part
the Red Sea fOrlis:"-Goo's purpose can'foe realized·witrniltheCruistianCl:lurcn
by Jews, but only by people dedicated to His Purpose. We must be ready to
do whatever has to be done for the Plan, we must be ready to make any sacrifice, to give ourselves completely, to "proceed with absolute faith.''
Jesus is mentioned only once, and then Hickman refers to him as "Yeshua.''
(Npr_ar:eJ§Y§, or "savior" or ~essian'"mennonedelsewneremthe entire
~' - ·
service.)_
After the sermon the singing resumes.~, and then the audience forms
small clusters, holding hands, their arms' around each other. They close their
eyes and begin to pray. Hickman puts a large talis over his head and circles the
bema. Then he blesses a large cont~iner of wine, and aides pour it into smaller
goblets which are passed along to the group. A young man distributes pieces of
( a huge challah. All eat and sip together communally.
Hickman loudly sings a sort of chant praising and reciting Hebrew names for
God. Individuals s·pontaneously repeat his phrases. One person offers ani'n:..
......formal prayer, another quotes a scriptural passage. Everyone sways, eyes closed.
. Some people hum. Faces reflect ecstasy.
All then tum to face the Ark. It is thrown open; one glimpses the Torahs
inside. The band once again plays joyous H ebrew songs. Everyone sings and
claps, then raises his arms to the Ark. There is a loud cheer.
( The service is over.
·
.
_
Friends greet each other; there is 'much chatting and laughing. They seem
~ very close. No one approaches to welcome me, an obvious stranger-nor am I
given material about the group or solicited to join it. I. see a long line and follow
it to a table contai~ing four bowls, two for general contributions and two labelled
"tithes.'' The bowls overflow with checks.
Outside, people are still lingering. Children romp on the ample church lawn.
The sun is beginning ~o set.
M.R.R.
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JEWS FOR JESUS, P .O. BOX35SS, SAN RAFAEL, CA 94902

REACTION AND RESPONSE. .. Many of us who ""' now Jews fot Jesus reacted
very s.1.roncl1 apinst the JOSpel when we first heard it, so ft doesn't fri..ghten us when
$Omeon' has something not-so--complimentary to say about our message.

****

NEW YORK.. • the full pare ad in the TIMES brought
thousands of evangelistic interviews. Some of the inquirers
communicate better in Yiddish, which Avne::r 8o$key (shown
he~l speak• nuently.

****************

ONE-TO-ONE•. . Though g<ared to meet many with the rosoel, our approach is
really one-to-one. Speakinito peop1e where they're a'7 about the thinp God wants to
$8.Y to them.

ON CAlllPAIGNING

****

The thing we fear most on the streets is not
PWlen:ce but rather indilrerence. Jndifferenotl is a
muk ~1om by those who have chosen to ignore the
proclamation of the Kingdom. When God is.working
in a life. 1''t usually see either a rroction or a
re1ponu (a reaction often being ''iolent or angry,
while a response open and quettioning). Some of our
tactics may seem braun, )'t:t we don't want to make
it easy for people to ignore us. We do want to be
loving, polite, and ?flpectful. Sometimti, people
feign indifference rather than notice 11Vhat God Is
trying to say about s in, salvolion., and the Saviour.
But our campaicn techniques makt it difficult to
fticn indifftrtnce. We try to make our stattment
ob\•ious by eoncentratinc on retting the statement
out. Our jerseys emblazed with Jews for Jeius dot
the sidewalks as we hand out literature, vans with H
inch hirh letters travel throurhout the city, millions
of pieces of' literature a.Te penonally handed t.o the
citi1.enry, and attention is invited through street
meetinp and dramatic skits. All ofthis is to extend
the offer of an encounter with Him, and what 'He is
trying to say. That's campaigning in a nutsheU:
MAKING A STATEMENT AND CAUSING PEO.
PLE TO ASK God the Questions that He wants to
answer.

PHILADELPHIA . ..We went to such places as lndepende-nce H:aH where we shared the rreedom
Chri!i1t la\'e us.

***************

NEW YORK. . .Cindy Rice explains more about the messare in the go.spel tract the

woman just receiTed. Notice Cindy's standard campa..irn .rear. an identification
badge, a Jews tor Jesu.s jen.ey, and a tract bag hang·ing from her shoulder.

**********************
El'ERYWHERE. .. Sw111Y days were
alway$ welcome, though we had places
to distribute our literatuni: ~·hen the
rain showers came also. But whatever
the v.·eather, it was an encou.r afement
to meet someone with an interest and a
wann smile.

CHICAGO .. . Operat;on Birthday. Cake
troop$ received J ewish evangelism training
so intense that Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School awarded 3 credit hours for those
oompletin1t the course.
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Hebrew Christians

You can believe in Jesus as the Messiah
and still be Jewish!
Such is the dramatic claim of 1he
Hebrew Christians. In fact, they explain, Jesus is the fulfillment of
Judaism, and without" him, Judaism
remains an incomplete religion. In
order to be fully, truly Jewish one
must accept and believe in Jesus.
"Through Christ [Jews J are returning
to their heritage," says Moishe (Martin Meyer) Rosen, the leader of Jews
for Jesus, one of the most publicized
Hebrew Christian groups. "They are
living as Jews and loving it."

"

"Hebrew Christians" is the collective term for a variety of groups which
evangefoe among Jews in many parts
of the world, including the United
States. But not all those who are in·
volved in these groups are Jews. Some
Christians seek to make their religion
more meaningful by stressing the Jewish roots of Christianity, even adopt·
ing many Jewish symbols. T hey believe that everything "Jewish" draws
them closer to Jesus, their Messiah.
Such Christians often join the Hebrew
Christian movement; in some places,
they even outnumber Jewish participants.
In this country, Hebrew Christians
operate in forty states, with large concentrations in eve'"-Y. mfil9r"Jewish population~ief.In rhe New York area,
whe;~ the movement is especially
strong, it is estimated that there are
sixty Hebrew Christian groups.
· ---Onrneln1£rnational level, the
American Board of Missions to the
Je~s -(.ABMJ), oldest of these.organizations, boastS thirty-three missions in
such places adsrael (Haifa: TeT Aviv
and Jerusalem), Athens, Paris, Buenos
Aires, Toronto and Montreal. It also
has centers in thirteen American cities.
How many people are actually
members of Hebrew Christian bodies?
The groups themselves make inflated
.,- claims foi:.;_pu blicity purposes. On the
other hancr.· some- .Jewish observers
tend to minimize the extent of the
Hebrew Christian following. Esti·
mates of the total number var)' widely.
One hears that there are fewer rhan
1.000 in the entire United States-and
·several thous"ai1(rln Long Isla nd alone.
\Inthat~r-ea, ~hich contains rhe thirdlar~~Jewish c91nmunity- m the
United States, a concentrated d rive to
gain Jewish converts is now being
waged.) An estimated 500 to 700
Hebrew Christians make. u p .the Betri
Yehosliua. _(Hou~e of Joshua) group,
led" brf&year-old Lutheran minister
Jack Hickman in Long Island. Mike
E~in his late twenties, head of
the pentecostal B'nai Yeshua (Children of Jesus), who moved from T exas
to Stony Brook, Long Island last year,
\ claims SOO, and says there are "thou. sandsand tho11s~nds of Hebrew Ch ri>· .
tians in the United States."

I
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rians in the United States."
Probably the most reliable estimates
of Hebrew Christian numbers come
from Malcolm Hoenlein, executive
director of the Jewish Community,
Relations Council of New York,
which closely monitors the movement
through its Task Force OJ) Missionary
Activities. He says there are at least
!,000 Hebrew .Christians in the New
York area and perhaps as manyas ·
10,000 in the United States.
There is also disagreement about
the number ·of prqfessional Hebrew
Christian missionaries at work. The
1BMJ claims to have 100 full-tim~
. missionaries. Jews for Jesus, originally
a
storefront operation inSan
Francisco, and B'nai Yeshua have
about seventy staff members each.'
Hesh lV'lorgan, leader of the Anti-'Mi'Ssionary Institute, a New Yo'rk-based
group that "deprograms" young Jewish
Hebrew Christians, declares 5,000
Hebrew Christian missionarie5--arFworking in tne Ne\il"Yorl< area, but
Moishe Rosen says the total is only
about fifty.
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And it is impossible to ascertain how
many or wha.t percentage of Hebrew
Ch~istians are Jews. Rabbi Samuel
Glaser; president of the Long Island ·
Board of Rabbis, believes there are
' only JOO to 400 Jews in the groups in
the New York area.· But Rosen claims
there may be as many as 30,000 Jews
who have accepted Jesus since his
movement began in 1970.
Hebrew Christians work on the
streets, in storefronts, apartments and
private homes, as well as in churches.
They sometimes e\/en appear in syna- .
gogues where unsuspecting rabbis, impressed by their commitment to Israel
and Soviet Jewry but unaware of' their
true purpose, give Hebrew Christian
singers, dancers and drama troupes an
opportunity to perform·. National Jewish community leaders accuse them of
infiltrating ]t!wish· organizations such
as sisterhoods, broth.e rhoods and Zionist groups. ·
Originally they pitched their appeal
la'rgely to the age group between 15 ·
and 30, but recently they have ex;panded ·their drive to include the very
young-opening nursery schools and
presenting programs m...£nmary schools
-and the elderly-evangelizing in
nursing homes ana hospitals. (They
get into public schoolsoy offering free
"education;:il" programs and entertain- ment for student assemblies.) Critics
also charge them with preying on helpless and vulnerable Jews in foster
homes and mental institutions.
\.
For young Jews whq are often igno. rant of their Jewish heritage, utisureof
· their status in a preaominamlyChris~
tian society and unsettled in their per-.
sonal Jives vis-a-vis mates anc!careers,
~ey-hoh:l-"r·ap-sessions!' in storefront
centers, then follow u·p with mail and
telephone solicitations. They help find
jobs and places to live, and grovide
counseling :;ervices for the ~eeply
troubled.
. They combine their Gospaj__ message
with cultural and ethnic asJJects of
Judaism, such as the Hebrew lrulgUag~
a9d.J.ewish humor, fooa and holiday_1:
They profess strong support of Israel
and actively rally in behalf of Soviet
· Jewry. Thus the Hebrew Cfiristians
seek to assure ··prospective converts
that they are not renouncing Judaism
or the Jewish people if they accept
Jesus as the Messiah.

gal. 90

. ·.: .":·i· ;· :
Ancfthey use-Je~fsh-s~mb"Oi"s, ofter;------in distorted form, to get their message
across. For example, the three matzoth
on the Seder plate represent for them
..-- the...__
Trinity, and the broken_filikoman
the crucified Jesus. The shamash on
· / the- Cnanukah m~orah ·represents
~ Jesus as the light to the world. They
. ( " assert that 6,000,000 Jews died in
·
the Holocaust unredeemed, that the
6,000,000 Jews in the United 'States
should not remain unredeemed.
.
. . Barbara Janov; executive director of
Hineni, a Jewish anri,conversionary
group, contends that the Hebrew
~ Christians are "brainwashed." ."They
repeat the same thirty,~ve or forty
Bible passages to us. That's· all they
. know. They have.that glazed look."
·
· A former Jew for Jesus left the
· groµp· in California when "they got us
·- ( . into 'speaking in ·tongues.' I was a
speech major and I know t~~t~osso
lalia is the road to senility~nd_loss of"
·
rea:son:-I had to get out.''
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Hebrew -Chri.Stianity, or Messiank
Judaism, is not a new phenomenon.
Hebrew Christian missions to the Jews .
began operating in Great Britain and
the United States early in the 19th
I century. . The First Hebrew Christian
Church in America was founded in
.....--- New York City inJ..885. In 1894, Hun- .
· garian immigrant [eopold Cohn, a .
former rabbi, foulliiedtilei\inencan
Board ofMis§jgns totne Jews. ln)915,
the Hebrew Christian Alliance of
, . America, a loose confederation 'o f
proselytizing groups, was formed in
Chidigo:-SiX years later, the First He- .
brew Christian Presbyterian Church
of Ch,icago was launched. And in
. 1960, Martin Chernoff established a
· Hebrew Christian church it) Cincin( nati. Other churches have sprung up
recently in several American cities.
For many years the Hebrew Christians remained fairly quiescent, beyond the fringes of Judaism and
Christianity, somewhat seedy and oldfashioned. But in the last decade or so
the movement has undergone a startling revitalization and growth.
... Hebrew Christians . now employ
sophisticated media and marketing
. techniques. They produce slick publication~. · They purchase full~page ad-..
vertisements in major newspapers
. with large circulations among Jews,
such as The New Y~rk Ti171esi they .
buy expensive television and ·. radio
time;
. The highly . provocative, . almost
baiting advertising techniques used by
·theHeorewCnristians have made
them well-known and controver5ial.
Moishe · Rosen claims: "There is
· hardly a Jew on the North American
continent who has not heard of us." A
few years ago, for example, the Jewish
Post and Opinion, a .national weekly
newspaper, carried a full-page advertisemeqt paid for by the ABM), featuring smiling men and women under ·
a giant caption which read: ''Why
. Are These People .Smiling?" Re~
r-wno-rmriied the attacned coupon received a· handsome ABMJ missionary
brochure.
The fact that a Jewish newspaper
would accept ·such an ad sparked bitter public reactions among· Jews.
Other irate public responses by Jewish
and Christian leaders to Hebrew
Christian publicity tacties have unwit·
tingly given them free and extensive
exposure.
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Sixty-four-year-old Reverend Daniel
Fuchs, whose Jewish parents were
converted by Leopold Cohn, has parlayed the original modest ABMJ store-from center into a.$.b.QOO,OOO;:>er.:y~r
operation with headquarters in Engle:wpod Cliffs, New Jersey. It has tried to
ricCitself of its missionaryim~·-by
. (changing its name to Beth Sar Shalom
· (House of the Prince of · Peace) in
· . · some of its New York centers:
Fuchs' staff members, both JeWish
and non-Jewish, undergo a rigorous,
/
six-month training program . which.
includes · psychological testing and
screening, and doctrinal examinations.
The non-Jewish missionaries are
trained in Jewish life (Yiddishkeit,
'· ..-- Jewish food, literaturei etc.) so that·
they can better relate to Jews. All the .
missionaries also study the latest canvassing and mass media techniques.
The ABMJ annually spends more
than._$.IS_Q,000 on mass m~qia~d
_$190,000 on printe~__l!lissionizing~
ature. Hour-long evangelistic broad·
- castITre beamed every night to [sr3._el
·.- . in Hebrew, English, French and Yid·
dish via ~Trans World_Radio, an
Evangelical 'C:fin~erwor:_k.· Simi·
·-iar programs are transmitted to other
countries where it maintains missions.
...
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In addition to attention.grabbing,
full.page advertisements, the ABMJ
uses personal columns, such as this
simple ap~l in the University of
~ifomta.-~ Los Angeles Daily
( Bruin: "If you are Jewish and believe
. in Jesus, please call Bill, 824-1565."
' ,An item in the Village Voice in New
York also reflects this low-key approach: "We are some Jews who think
that Jesus is beautiful. He has made us
happy and we want to sh:ire this happiness with you. let me tell you what
it's all about."
One of the ABMJ's most successful
tools is its Jewish Art Calendar, in
English, YiddiSh ano Hebrew. Out· .
wardly it looks like the calendars fa.
miliar to Jews, hut closer examination
reveals subtle· proselytizing passages.
One hundred thousand are distribute<lea-ch-vear in- tile lfnitid States,
Israel and other countries.
Each month features a conversion·
ary message printed above the Sabbath candle.lighting times and the
weekly Torah portions. In January
1977 it was: "Only one Jewish man
has succeeded in ful.6.lling hundreds
of prophecies.'' For March, the reader
was asked to consider: "Why such an
apparently insignificant person as
Jesus ... the Word of God ... the
Messiah of Israel ... should have such
a tremendous effect on history.''
Though the printed materials and
media exposure produce results, the
ABMJ and other Hebrew Christian
groups find that the one-to-one per·
sonal encounter is still the most suc·
cessful approach. A senior staff official
of a national Jewish organiiarion
talked about his experience in Wash·
ingron's Dupont Circle a few months
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ago.
He was in a depressed mood and his
face reflected his feelings. Two ABMJ
missionaries approached and asked,
"Are you Jewish?" The official
grunted, "Yes.'' The pair replied that
even though he was upset and sad,
they-and Jesus-still loved him. "I
didn't know w!TI!ther to laugh or cry,"
the official remarked later. "Actually,
I did neither. I thanked them for their
concern and walked away. And you
know, I felt better. Somebody seemed
to care.,,

ABMJ missionaries are encouraged
to form friendships with Jews. "Mosr
Jewish people do not consider it [religion) a topic to be discussed with a
stranger. H you want to witness to
someone whom you do not know,
form a friendship first," Fuchs tells
them. He provides a printed guide for
promoting dialogue, with sample lists
of questions and answers.
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Moishe Rosen also stresses the effec·
tiveness of the one-t0-0ne approach ·to
his Jews for Jesus staff. Born nearly
fifty years ago in Denver.into what he
describes as a "typically· secular" Jewish family, he was converted to Chris·
rianity in 1953 after his wife began .
srudying the New Testament. He was
graduated from Northeastern Bible ·
Institute and was ordained as a Baptist
minister in 1957. He worked 'for the
ABMJ for ten years in New York and
Los Angeles. -In 1970, when Rosen
went to San Francisco to begin a store·
front ministry to "hippies:' he broke
away from the ABMJ and formed his
own group. He decided to call it "Jews
for Jesus 0 for its shock value for Jews
and to c.atch the eyes of the media. Itdid'in'deed, and before long the group
gained national attention.
In 1973, Jews for Jesus, along with
B'nai Y eshua, took over the Hebrew
Christian Alliance of America, chang·
ing its name to Messianic Jewish Alliance of America,· as part of Rosen's·
carefully orchestrated campaign to
downplay his group's "Christian connection" for prospective Jewish con\/verts.
.
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Rosen, a believer in what he calls
"creative communications," has origi.
nated over 150 humorous, cleverly
written, illusrraced brochures which
proclaim, among other things, that
"Jesus made me kosher," that the~e
are "goyim for Jesus," that "hitching"
with Jesus pays off ("He picks up all
riders who want to go •.• and there's
plenty of room for you! Jesus is just
down the road-out of sight!"). Mary
Hartman's problems would be solved,
he declares, if she turned to Jesus.
("When it comes time for the Final
Ratings you wqn't have to worry. God
will never cancel youl")~_.be~ • . .&
born hasn't given you much satisfac· 'tion .•• Try being Born Again!,'' an·
other asserts. "Jesus Delivers Life"
(JDL) is a parody of the Jewish Defense League's slogans and methods.
Rosen claims that more than 9,000,.
000 "communications" have been distributed, with excellent results.
Rccoenizing that classic Christian
hymns are often offensive to Jews,
Rosen devised a new kind of "Jewish
eospel music" in which the melodies
are Middle Eastern and "Jewish," but
the lyrics bear New Testament messages. Jews for Jesus followers sing
such Hebrew songs as "L'Cha Dodi"
("Come, My Beloved") and "Am
Yisrael Chai" {"The People Israel
Lives") at the opening of their study
sessions.
Rosen also employs drama, present·
ing "distinctive Jewish-Christian
plays" in churches and, where pos-si·
ble, in synagogues. His troupe$-The
Liberated Wailing Wall, the New
Jerusalem Players and lsraelitewhich, according to Rosen, deal "with
many aspects of Jewishness and Chris·
tianity," actually demean Jews and
Judaism. Non-Jews arc given a "Ccr·
tificate of Acceptance into the An·
cient Family of Abraham," announcing they are no longer gentiles but part
of the proud heritage of Judaism.
Like the workers in the ABMJ,
1
jtosen's staff is highly trained in New
'-{Iestament, theology and the latest
public relations and missionizing techniques.
Thirry of the Jews for Jesus staff are
now in four Texas cities--Houston,
Dallas, San Antonio and Fort Worth
-running Operation Lone Star of
David, a concentrated one-state campaign. !'If this pilot evangelistic project
is successful," Sue Perlman, information officer for the organization, told
us, "we will use it all around the
country."
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The Beth Yehoshua Hebrew Christians worship with Reverend ·Jack
Hickman at his St. John's Lutheran
Church in Massapequa or his Satur·
day evening service
the Christ
Lutheran Evangelical Church in East
Meadow•.. Sev~r.al Jewish observers
have estimated tliat at least three·
fourths of his followers are Christians.
Hickman, whose mother was Jewish,
is known as "Pastor Jack" or "Abba"
to his followers. He also runs Rebirth,
a storefront counseling center, and a
coffee house for Jewish teenagers, an
elementary school and a retreat center.
· Hickman's Hebrew Christian ac·
tiviries have drawn sharp criti.cism
from· other Lutheran ministers. Last
year Reverend Ro~ald Bagnall of
Wyandanch, New York and other
clergymen termed Hickman's movement "extremely divisive for Lutheran
congregations." They accused him of
"severe manipulation . . . sometimes
leading to psychological disorder"
amoymg the group's members.
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Last fall, B'nai Y eshua purchased
the eight-and-one-half-acre former
Stony Brook School for Boys for $480,000, and has reportedly spent more
than $65,000 converting it into its
headquarters.
Mike Evans, a handsome, modishly
dressed young man, is the major force
· behind Operation Gi.deon, an intensive three-month recruitment and
training session to improve mj.ssioniz·
ing techniques among Hebrew Christian proselytizers, which he started in
May. He sponsored Shechinah '77, a
national gathering of Hebrew Christi.ans from all over the country, in
June in Stony Brook, climaxing an
eight-week drive (Messiah '77) to convert Long Island's Jews.
Evans speaks in strong revivalist
terms of this project:
· After four months of prayer, God
confirmed to us ... that the Jew we
beheld was in the City of New York
·-·· and that we were to go there and
that He was going to anoint us to
come against demonic forces and
principalities ·and that a revivalist
was going to come. He would speak
to the hearts of Jewish young people
and would join with us in proclaiming His message and share the message of the Messiah [emphasis his 1
throughout New York City. We
have determined with all our hearts
that we will not keep silent in the
midst of the fact that Satan is coming against us in every possible way.
Evans plans to cap his 1977 activities this fall by leading B'nai Y eshua
. members on a tour of Israel which will
culminate in prayers at Jerusalem's
Western Wall on Yorn Kippur.
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. A wide range of opi11ions has been
expressed about the impact · of the
·· Hebrew Christian movement on its
major target-Jewish young people-and about its potential. threat to the
Jewish community as a whole. A recent B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation
League report concludes that the Hebrew Chnstians as well as other religious cults· have failed "dismally,"
and that, "while conversion attempts
among "Jewish youth are obviously a
matter of considerable concern, Christian evangelicals constitute no real
threat to Jewish survival." The Synagogue Council of America's Commit· ·
tee on lnterreligious Affairs cautions
the Jewish community not to overreact. Rabbi Allen Maller of Culver
City, California; wlw has made intensive studies of these problems, argues
that in spite of all their money and ·
effort, missionaries convert only a few
hundred Jews a year, with the per
capita costs as high as $3,000 to $4,000.
Maller says that the number of Jews
lost to Christianity should be balanced
agaiilst the number of Christians who
convert to Judaism, which he estimates at between 7,CXXJ and 8,000 per
·year in the last decade.
Malcolm Hoenlein strongly dis. agrees with this view, declaring that
"The problem, regardless of the num-~bers of converts -one accepts as valid,.
is already one of major proportion.s ."
. The Hebrew Christians constitute a
more serious problem than the exotic
·religious cults, Hoenlein says, because
the former have "learned their mistakes of the past _. . and because youth
are more vulnerable today." He agrees
with a B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation
survey which warned: "Even Jewish
students who do not ·convert may be
gravely troubled by challenges to .
knowledge, faith and identity which .
they are not prepared to cope with.;,
Some Jews feel that Hebrew Christian groups threaten the very existence
of the Jewish people. Says Rabbi .
Morris Shapiro of the Suffolk County
Board of Rabbis: "We have ';ust ex·perienced a Holocaust, and the attempt to convert Jews is another at,
tempt to annihilate them."
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Where do the. Hebrew Christians
get their money? They assert that they : .
receive funds from · members' con~
tributions.,--many small contributions
vihieh add up to large sumS-..:..and donations from wealthy supporters and
sympathizers, such as Texan Evangelical leader David Wilkerson, who reportedly gave $60;000 as a gift and
$65,000 as a loan to B'nai Yeshua. The
ABMJ claims it receives funds from
· 3,000 churches .and 30,000 individual
. contributors. Jack Hickman's long
Island church, which reportedly has a·
budget of $340,000 this year, tithes ·
its members. According to Hoenlein,
"The Jews for Jesus can raise $100,000
in one month in New York."
It is logical to ask whether Hebrew
Christians receive financial support
from Christian Evangelical ch.urches
whkh are curr~ntly experiencing an
extraordinary growth in members and
income. Historically, Jews, along with
other "non-Evangelicals" hav.e long
been targets of Evangelical proselytizing. In a confidential report prepared
especially for Evangelical Christians,
Rosen directly solicits funds for Jews
for Jesus, declaring:
We do not have the financial back. ing of any denomination, nor would
we accept such help. We feel that it
is God's will for us to look to concerned Christians to supply the fi- ·
nances to continue this ministry. If
you believe in what we are doing
and-how we do it, we invite ·you to
become a contributor.
Barbara Janov asserts that the H~
brew Christians are given large sums
of money by the Campus Crusade for .
Christ, a well-financed national missionary group which appeals directly
to students and sponsors the "I Found
It-Here's Life, America" campaign.
The Crusade, which seeks to convert
all people, including Jews, reportedly
refers interested Jews to the Jews for .
Jesus group.
What about financial help from"the
.mainline liberal Christian denominations? James Christison, former general
secretary · of the American- Baptist
·church's National Mission Society,
says that, so far as he knows, no money
· is given to the Hebrew .Christians by
national church organizations. lndi- ·
vidual church members may contribute, he says, but "there is no funding
on a national level."
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The question of funding leads to
other intriguing questions. What are
th~ Chr~tian community's reactions
to the Hebrew Christjan phenomenon? Do the Hebrew Christian groups
receive moral, if not financial, support
from mainline Christian individuals · and churches~r do these churches .
oppose efforts to convert Jews? Our
. _find~. based on extensive' conversa'..:_tions · ~ith Christian clergy· and . lay
pe0ple~ reveal a certain ambivalence.
· The official reactions of the Chris. tian community are negative. Reverend Lawrence McCoombe, chairman
·of the Episcopal Church's Diocese of
Long Island Commission_ on Christian-Jewish Relations, considers the
activities of Hebrew Christians · "distressing." He says:
It is upsetting to Jews because it
impugns the integrity of Jewish be: lief. It is alarming to Christians be. cause it misrepresents Christianity.
It is disturbing to both Jews and
Christians because it undermines
the basis of mutual respect which it
has taken so long for us to establish.
"We wish, therefore," MtCoombc
concludes, "to make it clear that as
Christians we acknowledge and affirm
the integrity of Judaism and ·disavow
completely the message and methods
of these 'Jewish-Christian' groups."
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Because of . this apparent duplicity,
Jews for Jesus arid other Hebrew ·
Christian groups are perhaps even
more dangerous to Judaism than other
cults and other Christian conversion·
ary movements. They attempt to lull
the Jew into the belief that he is not ·
actually changing his religion, when in
fact the ultimate goal is to convert
him to Christianity and have him join
an established Christian church.
The Hebrew Christians also present
· · a· challenge to Judaism because they
offer a "quick fix" religious product
and a vibrant and emotionally charged
experience. Acceptance of Jesus often
provides the convert with concrete
· answers to ultimate questions, -especi·
ally those concerning death and after·
life, . which Judaism, because of its
. ....
. ~-·
complex'..nat:Ure, cannot so easily and
dogmatically provide. The impacr of
the convert's beliefs on his personal
life is very strong, and he is usually
eager to share them with others. Thus
each convert-who by then is a be·
lieving Christian-becomes a poten·
rial missionary.
The case of Leonore Diamond,
a Jewish, 32-year-old, Long Island
mother of three, provides a good ex·
ample of the power of these ideas. She
found a commitment in Jesus that
guided her through a period of intense
emotional difficulty after her father
died. "I needed a miracle, and I got
one," she declares. Now a member of .
Beth Yeshua, she is devoted to her
new faith-though her acceptance of
Jesus as the Messiah has caused ten· .
sions in her marriage and may create
ide~tity probiems for her children he·
cause her husband adheres to basic
Judaism. "Jesus is in my heart," she
says. "You can't have my heart. No
one can make me stop believing in
Jesus. Other Jews may. say I am no
longer Jewish in their eyes. I don't care .
what I am in their eyes. I lmow what
I am in God's eyes. I am a follower of
$ r:: 7-LYeshua, .t he Jewis~ M.essiah~' :
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\'V'hat is being done to counteract
the effects of Hebrew Christian activity? And what should the Jewish community do in the future?
The Task Force on Missionary
Activity of New York's Jewish Community Relations Council, organized
in December 1976 and chaired by Dr.
Seymour P. Lachman, former president of the city's Board of Education,
gathers information about missionary
groups, particularly in the New York
metropolitan area, and disseminates it
to the widest possible audience. The
JCRC is pushing for New York State
legislation to prohibit evangelizing in
homes for the mentally retarded,
homes for rhe aging, hospitals, foster
homes, etc. The American Jewish
Committee and other major Jewish
organizations are alerting their constituencies to the existence, techniques
and dangers of the Hebrew Christian
groups. The Board of Jewish Education of New York City arranges coun-. ter-missionary programs for parents
and children in their schools, and helps
parents to provide stronger Jewish education in students' homes.
Hesh Morgan is the founder and
active leader of AMI, the Anti-Missionary Institute. (AMI means "my
people" in Hebrew.) A burly, outspoken man, Morgan is so angered by
the Jews for Jesus, B'nai Yeshua and
the ABMJ that he is "prepared to do
anything" to "reclaim" young people
from the missionaries. Jews for Jesus
leader Rosen charges that AMI uses
illegal and violent tactics in its rescu·
ing and "deprogramming" activities,
and claims that Morgan's group is associated with the Jewish Defense
League. AMI denies both charges.
A few years ago, Esther Jungreis,
wife of an Orthodox rabbi in Wood·
mere, Long Island, founded a group
called Hineni (Hebrew for "Here I
am."). In a personal and individual
way, she works with Jewish youth who
have become Hebrew Christians to
create a sense of community and
warmth based on the richness of the
Jewish heritage. Operating out of her
home and through lectures in many
parts of the country, she provides an
atmosphere of support-ven to the
point of taking young people in to live
with her, sometimes for long periods.
Among her achievements, she says,
was the return of Lisa Levi, a Miami
leader of the Jews for Jesus, to the Jewish fold. She claims she convinced
sixty Jews for Jesus, including many
top leaders, to "abdicate" the Hebrew
Christian movement. "This shattered
the Jews for Jesus," Mrs. Jungreis
asts
The New York Board of Jewish Education has established Jewish coffee
houses, which seek to create a total
Jewish environment in cultural and
spiritual terms for Jews of all ages. The
Bilu ccffee bouse in Massapequa, Long
Island, settip by the South Bay Jewish
Community Council primarily for
high school and college students,
counters Jack Hickman's outreach program. The Los Angeles Hillel Council
operates storefront coffee houses near
each high school and college in the
area. Similar efforts are being underraken by concerned Jewish communities across the country.
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But more than coffee houses are
needed. We have spoken to many
rabbis, teachers, Jewish community
leaders, parents, young people and
Hebrew Christians, and it is clear to
us that defection from Judaism does
not happen only to those with weak
Jewish backgrounds. We believe it can
happ~n in any Jewish family. Rebellion against parents and rejection of
one's religion often go hand in hand.
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And sometimes the source of the
problem may be b~sic:illy psychological. Moshe Adler, a Htllel director in
the Los Angeles area, believes that the
cause of defection from Judaism may
be "alienation of self, that is, a sense
of h:iving no personal worth and therefore no real home." He points out that
"at rhe heart of many religious problems there are hurt human beings,"
and that it is essential to try to "heal
their hurts within a religious Jewish
milieu before they begin trying nonJewish trips as balm.''
If our two daughters ran away from
home, would they find refuge in a Jewish hostel for runaways, rather than
one provided by the Hebrew Christians? Would a 24-hour telephone "hot
line" manned by rabbis and psychiatrists be available to them? Young
Jews are asking for walk-in, store-from
counseling centers so they can talk
about their personal problems. Would
there be retreat centers for the entire
family? Though such services do ex.ist
in some cities, their availability needs
tO be better publicized-and where
there are none, they should be established as soon as possible.
We strongly believe that the American Jewish community must become
aware of the new realities and needs
--especially of Jewish young people-and be ready to take whatever steps
are necessary to aid them. We must
provide solutions to youths' problems
as the Hebrew Christians seem to do,
and retool our resources to meet our
young people "where they're at."
But ultimately the core of the Jewish response lies in· increasing and
deepening quality Jewish education,
within the home and outside it. Hebrew Christians and other cults appeal
primarily to those who are unsure or
ignorant of their own heritage. Often
young Jews are attracted to the missionaries because they are unaware
that they can find the answers they
seek within Judaism. They are easily
swayed by the confident, Bible-quoting proselyti?ers. Educational efforts
should begin at nursery school age and
extend upward to adult education.
Training programs should be initiated for day school and Talmud Torah
educators and youth leaders to prepare them to counteract the proselytizers. These should include Christian
theology and the Bible passages most
frequently cited by the Hebrew Christians and should familiarize them with
the sophisticated techniques of Hebrew Christian missionaries and how
to refute them. They should also be
told about resourc~uch as synagogues, boards of Jewish education
and Jewish community relations
councils-within the community, for
further aid in confronting these groups.
American Jews must seek ways ro
satisfy basic emotional and spiritual
hungers. It is time to return to "Godtalk," prayer and the search for personal relationship and communion
with Goel. Judaism should be a vibr:int
and livini: experience, an emotionally
satisfying faith for Jews of all ages. O
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President: Esther Jungreis
Executive Director: Barbara Janov

July 14, 1977
Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum
9 East 87 Street
Loveladies, New Jersey

08008

Dear Rabbi Tannenbaum:
As per our conversation, I am sending you some of the materials
that have been produced by the Jews for Jesus utilizing the name
"Hine ni." I am also sending you a copy of a letter that I addressed
to A.ttorney General Lefkowitz!: office and to Judah Gribetz a .- year ago
June. To date, I have ~eceived no reply.
To end on a brighter note, I am also enclosing "The Story of Danny"
which appeared in the Feb. 25 issue of the L.I. Press, which demonstrates
that it is not a losing bat~le that we are waging.
Both the Rebbetzin and I are most anxious to meet with you at your
convenience to discuss ways in which we may cooperate mutually.
With thanks for your kindness and best wishes for a pleasant vacation,
I remain
Sincerely yours,

:a.,~.
Barbara J nov
Executive

·

ctor

-

,~
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EDITORIALS

SPORTS

The story of Danny
* * *

'Religious
warfare'
on LI
Recent months have seen a ~
literation of missionary activity on
Long Island, much of It directed
toward lnflu:endng ·Jewish young
people. Here Is the story of Danny
Cohn, a YOWll Jewish man who
was baptiud and subsequently decided to return to the. Jewish way
of life: ms story was told In a series
of In-depth interviews over many
uionths to Pres.. writer Roy Neuber,
ger.
.Danny is a Jew.
He thought be was a Christian.
Now Danny's teWJl8 other Jews
. about how he was lured away and
why he came 'back to the Jewish way
of life.· That's a big topic on Long
L!land, because missionaries and
"Jews for Jesus" ·
have made
in this area their
prime target. So
Danny ;s very
·much In demand
as a speaker,
Jewish organiza·
tions want their
members to uoderstaDd • h i s
story.
Danny grew up
. In Woodbri4ge,
Virginia, a nirlal suburb of Washing·
ton, which had' no synagogue when
Danny was young. ms father' a
govemnient employe, and .his 111Dthe:r·
a muse, fell the need" for religion and
tlley persuaded the Jews of Wood·
bridge to fonn a conservatit>e congregation.
.But Danny wasn't interested. He
was bar mitzvahed at the age OC. 13.
Then he was·rne! Danny felt h'berated!
No longer did he have ~ go to Hebrew
School! No longer. did he have to sacri·
fice sports and "normal teenage pur-·
suits" to sit and study something ijlat
seemed to have nothing to do with
his life. He was free!
Danny's hair grew long and he associated with a crowd that didn"t frown
at occasi9nal ripoffs from the local
merclwits, upranks" that didn't ex·
actly endear hi• crowd to the upstand·
Ing members of the Woodbridge com-

Jm

munity.

But Danny was just a kid living
In America. What else would yo11 ex·
pect?
And then Danoy met a girl. A beau·
tiful girl. It dltln't matter that s!le
wasn't Jewish (although his parents
didn't like that at all). But this girl
was so rmer She wasn't vulgar like
his friends. She had prlnclples. She
liked to do nice things for people, to
make the .world a brighter -place. Amd
Danny saw how good that was, and
he got a little sick when he saw wb.at
kind of life he bad been living.
Tliis girl brought Danny to church.
And he saw all the other people who
were good, too, a whole commwii.t y
he had never met and never had been
aware of before. He liked them and
felt at home With them. He was
b)ptized. And
girlfriend brought
lilm to Bible-study groups, retreats
and prayer meetings, where he prayed
that his family would come to accept
his views.

bis

,

.

_,

Rebbetzin Esther Jwigrels discusses the Jewish way of lite with Danny Cohn
(left) .a nd David Qansky. (Photo by Barbara Janov)
11IE CHURCH MEMBERS introDanny to 81'10ther Jew. This
man· while in the anny 20 years
earlier, liad ~ stationed tn A1ask3.
d~

There he leamed about Christianity.
His Jewish education was limited and
man. while In the army 20 years
friends taught him and so he, too,
was baptized arid, after his discharge,
beeame a Christian minister. •
' · His name was David. David became
Danny's teacher, and togethe:r they
o:plored a g?Mt unseen world that
· Daimy bad never aperienced before.
But there was something wrung.
David, David the minister, was12't quite
happy. He had _questloris. And be
would keep sending letters to rabbis
In · New York, In Israel, aeywbere.
Birt be never got 8J1Y letters back.
Then.one ~Y be goi a le~. It was
horn Long Island, from a yDWlg te~
"betzln (a rabtii's wife) In N~ Woodni.ere, who !laid she would try .to
.a nswer his questJons If be would come
up and spend a Sabbath In New York.
So David came up and brought
Danny with him, and together they
headed for a hotel in the Catskills
where R.ebbetzln E~ther Jungreis was
lecturing. The rebbetzlo's father was
· there, ioo. He bad a long·white beard,
a black hat and a long black coat.
nav;d and Danny didn't C01D•
up north to "become Jewl.sh.""'Ibey
ju$t 11aii ··a few questions- thai nobody
else had been able to answer. And
s9 they looked to this attractive young
rebbetzln for answers. -They referred
. to passages in the Bible that they said
showed the mistakes of the Jewish
way. And they waited for her to
answer.
But it was Friday ·evening and the
sun was going down. And the rebbet·
zin looked at them and sald. "No, I
will not answer your questions now,
beoause the Sabbath is coming. First
keep the Sabbath· and, on Saturday
night, I wiU answer ~our questions.''
And since they had traveled hundreds
of miles and couldn't leave, they bad
no choice but to accede.
. That night they sat at a table with
the .old rabbi and they sang songs as
the Sabbath candles burned brightly.
And a funny thing happened to Dav;d.
He started to cry. All the men at the
hotel got up and started to dance in
a big circle and they danced and sang
for a long time.
The neJ<t morning David and Danny
prayed in the synagogue next to the
old rabbi and watched as the men
took out the scroll of the Torah (the

manuscript of the Bible). Down in
Virginia they· had never seen anything
• quite like this.
ON SATURDAY "NIGHT, es the
stars came out, s·abbath was over.

And there was the rebbetzin, re.-dy
to ans'-"Cr ·their questions. So Dai>ny ·
and David sat down with her and they
·went over the Bible. They studied until
it was almost daylight. When the sun
rose that m"Oming their · long night
of searching was over.
. David returned to Virginia and his
family, a new man determined to build
a new life. Rebbetzln Jungreis ·and
her father urgeod Danny to stay in New
y ork, and they sent him to a yeshiva
(a Jew!sb school), so he could put Into
practice all the facets of the Jewish
way of life which bad been merely
theories for !him up to now.
Dauny began to perceive that there
was a whole way of life he had never
experienced before. He wrote a letter
to his girlfriend: ..I wish you all the
blessings life can bestow, but l see
now that you have you:« way of life
and J have ·my way. of life. You could
never be happy with me and I could
never be ha,p py with you."
Danny is now a student at Yeshiva
University in upper Manhattan, where
he is taking a dual program; liberal
arts and intensive Jewish studies. Recently he announced his engagement
to a gul. from Brooklyn· named Rivka
wllo .also has been studying Christianity and bad subseque11tly been introduced to the Jewish way of live by
Rebbeliln Jungreis.
Rivka and Danny bo~ some ~y to
live in Israel. While they are in America they are out speaking, speaking
to young Jews who are confused about
which way to go. They help Rebbetzin
Jungreis ·and ber orpnization, Hinenl,
by telling thP. story of their spiritual
travels to all who are willing to listen.
And to young Jews who never learned
the relevance of their heritage before
· their message. makes a lot of sense.
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Sunday, June 27, 1976

THE WEEK IN REVIEW

...
as;

p WLJS: rns a ae:o so;; an om; :::st us ac
not k ~ .~i c~··,!•! ;,. :!·e: ~· country in which' we dwell, but
we mu.ii consioer Israel to be our spiritual homeland.
When the Messiah returns to bring peace to the earth, all
~ews will be-gathered at Jerusalem.

_. -..-... .2SS £!.._... _..,
which was to be observed inwardly · a matter of the
spiritual regulation of the heart, not the outv..-.:d obser·
vance of precepts. Jn short, Christiam "' ~:( r.r ' ;: I r(juired
to observe the Law or Moses. It wasn't in God's plan.

If you think o.u r answers just
· might ma.k e sense •••
••• You can investigate further. Consider the following Scripture texts:

a, nature you ue unworthy of God.

For an haue sinned and fall short o/the glory of God.

-Romans 3:23

. AD ofus like sheep haue gone astray, each of us has· turned lo his own way; but the Lord has caused the inlq~lty of us aH
to faff upon him.

·

-IJalah 53:6

By trusting In.Christ you can enter IDio • relatlonalllp wttb God through 1al¥1tlon.
••. If you confess with vour.mouth JesU$ as Lord, and be/ie11e In your heart that God raised him from the deacl, vou shall
.

~~~

.

.

· -Romant 10:9

But he wa:s pierced through fer our.transgressions, he was awhed for our fniquitie.s; the chmtening for OUT well-being fell
upon him, and by his scourging we ore healed.

·

.

'.
-Isaiah 53:3

Recel¥e Cbrtst through accepting what God bu done for you In Him.
. But cu many a.s receiued him, to them he gaue lhe right to become children of God, eoen to those who belie11e In his
name.
-John 1:12
And without faith It is Impossible to pleOJe him, for he who comes to God mUst belie11e that he is, and tb¢ he II ore·
warder ofthose who seek him.
':"'Hebrews 11~

If you really believ~ what these texts say, you can be saved and receive Eternal Life through prayer and obedience to God. Pray
the prayer below and fill out this coupon so that we can help you grow in faith...
·
"Lord, I know that I om o sinner. I declare on the authority of the Scripture that Christ died for me and rose again'Jrom
the·dead. i will trust him for my salualion. Through your Holy Spirit help me to li11e the abundant, Joyous life you wanI me
to haue. I receiue Jesus with this prayer and promise to serile you and to work for peace and reconciliation of all men. I
thank vou for cleansing me oftin. Make me to be worthy of the life you hove for me through Christ Amen."
.

.

· ····· ··· · ······ ·· ~ · ····· ~ ·-·····~······································· · ·············· · ···· ·· ····

Address:
......_
-_
-_
--_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_
-_City,
State,---------------~--Zip Code: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_______-_-_
Phone: ----------------------~~-_,...reoCode_
· _____________

0
a

I really don't understand or belJeve the texts yet but am.serfous!Y. willing to·conslder and seek what God has for me. My
religious ba.ckground Is:
I have read the texts from the Bible.I have prayed thepray~r. f sign my name as a commltmentto makejesusmy Saviour

and Lord.

·

Signature
Clip and mail to: Jews for Jesus,
Hinent Ministries, P.O. Box 3558,
San Rafael. CA 94902
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· Miss!gnaries~·ape ~Hi_qeni, ~.
even copy their symbols .

A wamiog by die HiDmi arganizalion, led by
die Rd>bitsen F.slbcr' Jungreis, whicb aims at
ro-direc:ti.Qg young Jews bade to tile roots oflbcir
Jewish heritage, tbalc:atai.n Ouistian missionary ·
groups are delibcntdy seeking to lure young
Jewish converts by producing materials lbat can
easily be misaakcn f« HiDali pubticabons, was
issued lasl wect.
Mrs. Jungreis, whose busband, ~.is
spiritual leader of a congregation · in North
Woodmere, L.I., said 1hat while Hineni was
"founded and incorporated four years ago for die
specific purpose of Jewish revival," the "Jews
for Jesus organization, as well as other Ouistian
missionary groap$ aimed specifically at
evangelizing amongst Jews (such as 8'.nai
Yeshua, Schcchinah '76, and olbers) have del~

~w~oonoom~@

'ff®Ila IA!WIA'i$
W£1ifirm'im
~tro~ £Mmt

.®$".

wnaen

ABOVE, A llOCHUU
by tte,
bbitsen Junps, and published by Che
Hineni organi.z.alion ol No. Woodmere,
N.Y. A missionary poupn Jews for Messiah Jesus, has copied the cowr page.
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lica Co dekde YOUlt8 Jews i:ntD believing drat

=~:d-.:;-~U.:·~ joining~,tbeyaejoining~Jewishn
_ ... "'-·

mgs, ...........e even llilU ..... _ _. ., ... .....,......a
pbolo of their leader- Maisbc Rosal- weariag a tallit and oar own Hineni ballDa...
1bc IC8dei of lbe Hincni orpaiptjgn Pied;
"AdditiODally, Ibey have solicited funds and
membenhip underlbe name 'Hillmi' with die aid
of a cleverly wended application fGrm replete
with Hinmi aod Jewish symbols, and of QOUl'SC
wilb no allusions to die no.Jewish cb3racter or
lbeir organizalion."
·Mrs. Jimgn:is cautioned that lbae groups are
planning "an all-out campaign in New York City
daring lbc mondt of August wbidl will culminate
witb a Madison Square Gardea evca1 agncd to
imitaac our proga1UD$.

. •al orgamzanon, a mcncment dedicated to en
tiooal Judaism "
.
·
.

Suffolk Sen1·ors
~-,m· ·counc1· as
IV
#"fearing L-use
nu

...

SMITIITOWN- lbe C.ouncil of Reprcse
tivcs of Senior Citiz.eu Groups ofSuffolk COi
S)'DllOguCS bas beeo organized by senior
zens groups from Commack, Smithtown and
Shore.
The Jewish ~ation for Services to
Aged (JASA) is saving as consultant to
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Jews r4desus

$Ufl9 tr our Mobile EvanJeli5fie

~ Noillle Rosen II BillPr«.tor

1'atm- tile

-i.18t/Ualt0 WAILINC WALL''

The firsthand account ot the beginning of a movement. written
by the man who has been called its leader. 126 pages: hard
cover oniy. Published by Fleming Revell.

HINENll

$4.95 plus 40e postage and handling

The earliest of the Walrs music: includes " For God So Loved"
and " The Vineyard Song: · Pr<>_?uced b Hineni e rd
.

plus 40tf postage ancf1ianoting

Hefley has artfully collected the testimonies of a number of
Hebrew-Christians. including the testimony of Moishe Rosen.
Excellent witness for a Jewish friend. 158 pages: published by
Tyndale: paper bound only.

IAMNOT

ASHAMEI

$1.75 plus 30e postage and handling

11-fE 5AYING-S Of GHAIRMAN
MOl6Hla 4Y Moi6heRosen

The 2000 year old affirmation of the Apostle Paul set to Jewish
Gospel music. Offers a variety of musical arrangement. Pro·
duced by Tempo Records.
$5.95 plus 40¢ postage and handling

A collection of ..old sayings I just made up:· describes this
paper bound book of Jewish wit and wisdom. proverbs and
aphorisms about faith, God and life. Published by Creation
House: 107 pages.

NOW IN CASSETTE!
Order "I AM NOT ASHAMED" in cassette tapes.

•

$1.25 plus 30q postage and handling
$6.95 plus 40e postage and handling

Hebrew Christ.ianity:

WE WERE LIKE

Itslheology, History, and

~"'fJ\ DREAMERS

Philosophy

~Arnold FruchtMbaum

What is the basis for the term Hebrew-Christianity? A welldocumented and thought-provoking analysis of the 2000 year
old movement. 139 pages: paper bound only: published by
Canon Press.

The Liberated Wailing Wan·s latest album! Jewish soul music
from the people who first gave the world the Gospel. If you like
Jews, love Jesus, or like music, you'll love this album!
$5.95 plus 40tJ postage and handling

$2.50 plus 30e postage and handling

---------------

-----------------
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MUSIC ~DOKS
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SHARE THE NEW LIFE
~f· WITH I\ JEW If '*~&Ceit

~

VowuE 1

A very practical book on how to witness to the Jews. and
anyone else for that matter, a commonsense approach involving conversation techniques and suggestions for ordinary
people (not missionaries) to be able to talk on the basis of
friendship and love with others who need Christ. Published by
Moody Press; paper bound only.

A collection of eight songs from the HtNE~l.,ijlbum as sung b_
y
the Liberated Wailing Wall, arrange94'Sr vocal group or choir
with piano and guitar accompaniment. Published by Lillenas.
$7.95 plus 30t postage and handling

$1.50 plus 30t postage and handling

TH'f.MES$tNIC
fl.P}'j
%'Arthur kle,H./J.

Music from the Wall"s second album. I AM NOT ASHAMED.
arranged for vocal group or choir with piano accompaniment
/ n d guitar chords. Published by Lillenas.

_.. ____ .,.------.... ..........

(_
God's solution to man's problems is to be found in the concept
of a Messiah. An exploration from the Pentateuch to Revelation by Dr. Arthur Kac finds the fulfillment of prophecy in the
person of Jesus. 355 pages: paper bound only; published by
Baker Book House.
S3.95 plus 30t postage and handling

f
/

,

TheOx... TneAss ... T'beOyster...
~II Pr. Henri Einspruda

A tasteful anthology of short essays dealing with the rich
quality of Jewish life. introducing the person and work of Christ
in a loving. thoughtful manner. 90 pages: paper bound only:
published by the Lederer Foundation.

'

$1.95 plus 30rt postage and handling
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1-,,:t::mann
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,

Mer& Am

ar~~n~~ment~-of ~h~

\

~;~ENI

-H'

For the:oi;,
;est o;
and I AM
NOT ASHAMED with piano accompaniment and guitar
chords. Published by Lillenas.
$2.50 plus 40rt postage and handling

I

I-shirts

....................

~EWSHR J'ESU6

*'~OYIM F~R iTESUS
vE5US MADE ME ICOSHeR

$1.25 plus 30t postage and handling

~t;:5f11tJll,medium,targe.,x-/11tge
•Gentile~

8/lOJ\DSJDf.S

$3.95 plus 8511 postage and handling

.....................

INIIDliS

In JEWS FOR JESUS we are probably best known for our
literature. and a variety of literature we have!
sample pack assottment . .
single title quantities of 100
single color ... ......... :

$1 .00 plus 50t postage and handling
$1.00 plus 50t postage and handling

••••••••••••••••••••

:

·I
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25t each

(ask about our postage rates for larger quantities)
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JEWS FOR JESUS ·P.O. BOX 3558 SAN RAFAEL, CA 94902
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President: Esther Jungrcis
Executive Director: Barbara J:inov

June· 18, 1976
Herbert J. Wall~nstain
Ass't. Attorney General. in Charge of Charity
Frauds Bureau
2 World Trade Center
:;ew York, N.Y. 10047
~r.

Jear Mr. Wallenstein:
am writing this letter to acquaint you with a deliberate atte~pt
to defraud the Jewish po?ulice of New York.
I am the Executive
~irector of a Hineni, an organization founded and incorporated
four. years ago in the city of New York (June 13, 1973) for the
S?ecific p~r?ose of Jewish revival. To this end we scheduled
?rograms in large auditoriums such as M~dison Square Garden and
the Hollywood Pal~adium, published pamphlets on Jewish thematic
:naterial, and produced recordings, f"ilms, button, and bumper
stickers, all under the banner of !'Hineni-Here Arn I." Hineni
has since become a hou~ehold word, not only in t~e United States,
!:>:! t throughout . .the world.
I

7he Jews for Jesus organization, as well as other C~ristian
nissionary groups aimed specifically at evangelizing amongst
Jews (B'nai Yeshua, Schechinah '76, etc.) have deliberately
adop~ed our organizatibnal name, copied the style ~nd ~ext of our
?arnphlets and recordings, and have, even had the audacity to publish
a photo of their leader, Moishe Ro~en, wearing Talit (Jewish prayer
5:-:awl) and ou,+ or,.,·r. Hineni Button (see enclosed) •
• i:.•1

.:'-.ddi tionally, they have solicited donations a!i·a membership monies

under the name "·}:Iin.e ni with the a!d of a cleverly worded application form replete v.·.i th Jewish symbols and the name Hineni, and of
course , no allusion to the non-Jewish character 0f their organization
(see enclosed form)-.
11

_

These 9roups are .planning an al! out campaign in New York City during
the month of August which will culminate with a Madison Square Garden
event designed in imitation of ou~ format.
are of courEe cognizant that in a country in which freedom of
religion is the right of all people, one may ~ spouse whatever credo
one chooses. However, the aforementioned groups are deliberately
utili.zi~g deceptive practices to delude young Jews into
believing
that by joining ''Hineni" they are joining and contributing funds to
o~r Jewish revival organization, a movement dedicated to traditional
Judaism.
~e

.r:·

Prl'-sident: Esther Jungrcis
E11ecutive Director : Baibara Ja 1~ov

-2We believe that a stop should be put to these n~farious practices,
and therefore ·have addressed this letter to you in the hope that
through your good offices these , deceptive practices can be stopped.
I am taking the liberty of enclosing some of the materials that
we have received as well as some of our own publications.
Thanking you in advance for your kind cooperation and consideration,
I remain
Very truly yours,
Barbara Janov
Executive Director

cc:Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz
Ho~. Judah G~ibetz

0

0

DlJU@UUD
... Here Am I

This is one of the most common Hebrew words in the Torah
(The Old Testament). Remember when God was crying for a
man that he could send and who would go for him and Isaiah
cried "Hineni" - Here am I. Remember when God was looking for a man that would lead the children of Israel and
God has had
people that would open their eyes wide to the moving of his
Spirit and cry "Hineni"".
I
received a phone call yesterday from a dear Jewish man. If I
mentioned his name many of you would know it because he
has travelled with me in meetings. This man is under
right now. Unless that man has a miracle, his faith
may cost him his family. it may cost him his position, and it
could conceivably in times to come cost him his life. He was so
down and depressed because of the persecution. I encouraged him in the Lord, prayed over him. and tried to strengthen
him through the Word.

I walked in the office an hour later, and
picked up a letter from a dear Jewish brother. He lived in a hole
like an animal for over 3 years when Hitler was taking Germany and prayed his way into concentration camps so that he
could share the message of the Messiah. Here it is many years
later and the letter said to me. '"Mike. I do not know to whom
else I could turn to about my needs except the Lord and to
you.
Several months ago God gave me the vision of a Jew standing
in the desert with sores all over his body and he showed me
the United Nations and the peoples of the world with their
hands on the throat of that Jew trying to strangle the life out of
him and the Jew in such horrible pain, flying things consuming
his flesh. I cried and wept before the Lord and the Lord spoke
and showed No one was crying "Hineni" - Here am I. That
Jewish man was reaching out for life but no one was
there. Oh. I am so ashamed of my own despondency in times
past. I have repented with many tears before the Lord for my
self-centeredness . God has shown Carolyn and me so clearly
that we belong to him. We are his property. He does not want

us to live in a shell just around our own selves. concerned only
about our home. our car, our clothing, our children. but
The thing
that is breaking our hearts more than anything else are our
dear friends who receive these newsletters and burdens and
yet never respond. Month after month after month no words of
encouragement - nothing - just deafening silence. It is so hard
to take because we know in our hearts that they love us and
yet it is almost as if they are saying - Mike and Carolyn we love
you, you kids are doing a great work. many souls are coming to
the Lord, but we could care less.
. cry "Hineni" unto God· Here am I Lord.
Our whole ministry is going to pray over this letter. Our prayer
is going to be that God Almighty would cause you to turn your
head lik.e Moses and cry HINENI - HERE AM I to this movement of the Holy Spirit among the house of Israel and this
burden that he has put on our hearts and this Vision that he
has released.
We have got some of the greatest kids in the world in our
ministry. Many of them work 50 to 60 hours a week - living by
faith and trusting God - receiving only a few dollars a week but rejoicing in it because through their sacrifices we are able
to use the additional finances for literature. tracts. Bibles, to
reach souls for Jesus.
At least let us know that
you are praying for us. Do not neglect to do that. It is not fair to
this dear family (Mishpocha) - this wonderful, dedicated family
that we have here at the ministry and the wonderful, dedicated
family that helps us so failhfully - to have so many that seemingly are silent.
that you would do this.
When you write us. please put a little note in
there that you are praying for this dear Jewish brother that is
facing this persecution. It will be a tremendous encouragement to tlim to know that you really are crying "Hineni" ·Here
am I - and standing with h im in prayer and standi ng with our
Jewish people. God bless you so much.
Your brother in Christ.

Mike Evans
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STUDY
PRAYER
FELLOWSHIP

1132 N. Negley Avenue
661-8271
WORSHIP -

Fridays at 8:00 P.M.

Weekdays 5:05-5:20 P.M. "Kol Yeshua"
WPLW/1590

All Welcomed!

Messial)ic Jewisl)

Ce ,ter

I just got a call from the Dear Brother who is negoiiating on the property. He is a real man of God and sensitive to the Holy Spirit. He talked
to the owner for quite a long time .a nd told me he feels extremely encouraged that we may be able to get this property for $500,000
cash. No. I did not make a mistake. I know it sounds phenomenal because we shared with you last month that they wanted $100,000
more since we were assuming the mortgage. Since God has brought this Dear Brother and has spoken to our hearts to believe him for no
mortgagei he seemingly isworking in a phenomen.al way. This brother asked me last night if we could have the $500,000 within 30 to 60
days. I swallowed hard and said yes. He is absolutely positive that we are going to save several hundred thousand dollars. He feels
extremely encouraged. If you have ever fasted and prayed earnestly, do it now. It would be such a phenomenal miracle, and of
course, as amazing as it might seem this would involve a saving of $500,000 by simply paying cash. Please get the word out and ask as
many peop'.l e as you know to pray and fast Ask your church, prayer groups. to seek the face of God. Pray and ask God to show you
people that you can share this burden with that have a love for the Jewish People. We are so enourcaged. We can hardly sleep at night.
We know if we can pay cash for this that we will not be burdened down with $6,500 a month payments and will be able to move out into the
front linesand begin the kind of evangelistic program that God has called us to do rather than make monthly payments for the next twenty
years. We believe that we are moving in God's divine order. If we have ever needed your prayers - if we have ever needed you to
fast - if we have ever needed you to stand with us financially - we need you now•
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HINENI (Here Am I)
We are standing witt:i you Mike and enclosing your love gift of $ _ _ _ _ _ __
for Jewish Souls.

D For New York Miracle
$5.000 f $1,000 f $500 f $100 f $50 I $25

D For
Camp David Needs (Because of the summer program and New York project we are
right down to rock bottom and really need your help) - $50 •
D For Operation Nineveh • $25
·
D For Shechi~ah to bring unsaved Jewish People • $10
D

This month we are going to send one of Mike's outstanding sermon cassette massages for al I those who send a gift of $10 or more to help us.
Simply check this box.
If you are praying for us or need prayer or have a word to share with us, write it on the· back of this card.
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE
CHURCr~ES OF CHRIST1N THE u·.S.A.
COMMISSION ON FAITH AND ORDER
475 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027 (212) 870·2560

William P. Thompson
President
Claire Randall
Ge11cral Secretary
The Rev. Jeanne Audrey Powers
. Chairperson

·or. Jorge Lara-Braud

JUN 1 7 1977

Executive Director

Sr. Ann Patrick Ware. S.L.
Associate Director ..
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friend:

Enclosed you will find our Commission's study document entitled "A Critique
of the Theology of the Unification Church as _S et Forth in Divine Principle."
You have expressed interest in it and that is why we are sending it to you. I
consider it self-explanatory.
You might want to know, however, who the chief drafters were. The basic
text was done by Sister Agnes Cunningham, Professor of Patrology at Mundelein
Seminary (Roman Catholic). As of mid-June, she is the President of the Catholic
Theological Society of America. She was assisted by Dr. J. Robert Nelson, Professor of Theology at the School of Theology at Boston. University. He is a
Methodist and the new President of the American Theological Society. Also
assisting was Dr. William L. Hendricks, Professor of Theology at Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary at Fort Worth, and the immediate past-President of
. both the American Academy of Religion in the Southwest and .the Commission on
Religious Stuaies in the Southwest. I myself, a Presbyterian, also worked vi.th
these three pers~ns in .the drafting of the final text. ·
We hope it will serve a constructive p~rpose.

Cordially yours ,
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COMMISSION ON FAITH AND ORDER
475 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027 (212) 870-2560

June 1977
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A CRITIQUE OF THE THEOLOGY OF THE UNIFICATION CHURCH
AS ~ET FORTH IN DIVINE PRINCIPLE*
[This is an official study document of the Commission
on Faith and Order of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. As with other study
documents, this does not become official policy of
the whole Council unless, through an appropriate
process, its Governing Board approves it.]

I.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

For several months the NCC Commission on Faith and Order has been frequently
requested to clarify the claim to Christian identity made by the Unification
Church. Its official name contains that claim: The Holy Spirit Association for
the Unification of World Christianity. In pursuit of its membership application
to the Council of Churches of the City of New York, the Unification Church filed
in the Supreme Court of the State of New York on 4 September, 1975 a notice of
petition identifying itself as "a Christian Church committed to the ministry of
spreading by word and deed, the gospel of the Divine Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ."

We have meanwhile received solicited and unsolicited authoritative statements of self-clarification from the Unification Church and some of its sympathizers. For the sake of keeping discourse entirely within the realm of what is
authoritative and in the public domain, the Commission has chosen to confine itself to the official doctrinal text of the Unification Church, namely, Divine
Principle.
This process, engaging our entire Commission, has resulted in the present
critique. While it is primarily a response to those who have requested our
theological assessment, it is also made ava~lable to anyone upon request.
Nothing would be more contrary to the spirit of this critique than for it to
be used for arbitrary Gr punitive purposes. The Commission on Faith and Order is
wholeheartedly committed to the inalienable rights of civil and religious liberties
enjoyed in this country by all religious groups, whether they are the critics or
the criticized.
+1.

Divine Principle:

REVIEW AND CRITIQUE

A. Its Purpose
The purpose of this book, according to the anonymous introduction, is to set
forth the "new, ultimate, final truth" (p. 15) which "has already appeared" (p. 16).
*The version we have used is the Second (and latest) Edition, 1974, published by
The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity (1611 Upshur
Street, N. w., Washington, D. c. 20011).
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-2The God-sent messenger of this t:ruth is Sun Myung Moon who will "resolve the fundamental questions of life and the universe" (p. 16). Victorious over the bitterest
of trials and over Satanic forces, he has come "in contact with many saints in
Paradise and with Jesus," thus bringing "into light all the heavenly secrets through
his coI11111union with God" (p. 16). The "Divine Principle" is part of "the new trut:h."
What is recorded here is "what Sun Myung Moon's disciples have hitherto heard and
witnessed" (p. 16). The new truth "should be able to resolve completely the problems of religion and science" (p. 121).
The vast program undertaken in Divine Principle is reflected in topics discussed in the contents of the· volume:
Part I.

Principle of Creation
Fall of Man*
Consuunnation of Human History
Advent of the Messiah
Resurrection
Predestination
Christology

Part II.

Providential Age for the Foundation of Restoration
Providence of Restoration Centering on Moses and Jesus
Formation and Length of Each Age in the History of Providence
Providential Age of Restoration and Age of the Prolongation of
Restoration from the Standpoint of Providential Time- Identity
Preparation Period for the Second Advent of the Messiah
Second Advent

B. Definition of the Principle
The divine principle is the principle of creation. Creation is the reality
of existence and its movement ~oward perfection. All reality, including God, has
the dual nature of internal/external characteristics composed of the essentialities
of positive/negative poles which interact in reciprocal relationships.

Existence passes through the threefold movement of origin-division-union.
Existence must also pass through the stages of formation-growth-perfection (p. 53).
God's purpose of .creation is rea1ized in the establishment of a "fourfold position
foundation" based upon himself. Adam and Eve were to have propagated children of
goodness, forming a trin.ity based on God. "However, due to the fall, Adam and
Eve established the four position foundation centered on Satan" (p. 217). Their
descendants likewise "formed trinities centered on Satan, and have brought about
a human society of corruption" (p. 217).
This condition requires new parents for the race who will effect a trinity
centered on God. Jesus (the masculine principle) and the Holy Spirit (the
feminine principle) were to have formed such a trinity based on God. "But
because of the undue death of Jesus, he and the Holy Spirit have fulfilled only
the mis~ion of spiritual True Parents" (p. 217). A further trinity must be effected by the "Christ" who comes again and who will become "the True Parent both
spiritually and physically," (p. 218) by forming the substantial trinity centered
on God.
C. Presuppositions
*Male language designating bo.th sexes is used in Divine Principle.
this study document, it is for the sake of consistency.

When retained in
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1. Duality and Esoteric Knowledge
There are .several presuppositions underlying the doctrines in Divine
Principle. From the beginning, duality is firmly established as essentially and
existentially real at every level of being (pp. 2, 4, 20-64). The concept of
duality whether in God, creation, human life, or the individual; is necessary for
an understanding of .the teachings set forth in the volume. Divine Princiole
·emphasizes the duality of all things and claims an esoteric knowledge of a truth
and an understanding of this truth never before available in the history of the
world (pp. 19, 66, 88, 119, 130, 131, 136, 170, 176, 205, 509, 535).
2. Stress on Materiality

.

'

Another presupposition is a stress on materiality. This is strikingly
evident in the concepts of salvation presented in DiVi.ne Principle. "God's purpose of creation is to "establish the Kingdom of Heaven on earth" (p. 102). This
implies domination "of all things," subduing "the natural world through highly
developed science," and bringing about an "extremely pleasant social environment
on earth" (p. 87). "Social revolution" is "unavoidable when the circumstances of
the age cannot satisfy the desires of the men belonging to the age" (p. 95).
Jesus was not able to
die . In dying, ''his body was
only spiritual salvation.· It
grafting the whole of mankind
establishes, "to restore them
the original sin" (p. 369).

provide physical salvation. He was not supposed to
invaded by Satan" (p. 148). His death accomplishe.d
remains for the Lord of the Second Advent, "by enspiritually and physically" on the foundation he
to be children of God's direct image, having removed

3. Adultery as the Root of All Sin
A further presupposition ;J.s that "tl:ie root of man's sin stems from adultery"
{p. 75). Eve's blood relationship with the angel Lucifer caused the spiritual fall,
and her blood re.l ationship with Adam ·caused ·the physical fall (p. 77). Since then,
· mankind has multipli~d in sin, "thus perpetuating the line.age of Satan" (p. 80).
No matter how devout Christians may be, they, like the Old Testament saints, have
not been able "to liquidate or:Lginal sin coming down through the flesh" or "to remove themselves from the lineage of ·Satan" (p. 368). "Therefore, . the Lord of the
.Second Advent must come to restore the whole of mankind to be children of God's
direct lineage" (p. 369).
4. Peculiar Responsibility of .Jews and Christians for the ·
Restoration of Fallen Humanity·
Still another presuppositi.o n is the peculiar responsibility of Judaism and
Christianity for the restoration of fallen humanity. The Jews failed, and Christians
are in danger of doing the same. It is clearly stated that, "the .history of the ·
Israelite nation is the central focus of the pr·o vidential history of restoration"
{p. 283). This is so, because of the failure of the Israe.lites on every occasion
to show fidelity and ·c ooperation with all that God gave to them to realize salvation.
Repeatedly, the Israelites failed to mu.ltiply goodness (p • . 298); they "all
fell into faithlessness" (pp. 315, 316, -319, 32.3). Their faithlessness became the
reason for the failure both of Moses (p. 316) and ·of Jesus (p. 145). Because of the
"ignorance and disbelief of the Jewish people," Jesus was ,c rucified (p. 145), an.d the
Lord of the Second Advent will not come from th:is people (pp. 430, 431, 518).
Christians who fail or refuse to acknowledge the Lord of the Second Advent will be.
like the Jews who failed to ackno~lecge or recognize ·Jesus as Messiah (p. 535).

~·
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-4D. Doctrines Emerging from Presuppositions
These presuppositions underlie the doc.trinal affirmations of Divine Principle.
Significant among these. doctrines are:
1. Scripture and Authority
The Bible, "riot the truth itself, but a textbook teaching the truth," is
to be supplemented by a new expression of truth which has already appeared (p. 9).
Just as Jesus appeared at the close of the Old Testament age, "Christ" will come
at the close of the New Testament age, "and will give us new words for the building
of a new age" (p . 35). God will reveal "all the secrets of the Second Advent of
the Lord before actualizing itu (p. 497). These secrets include: the coming of
Christ a second time, outside of the descendants of Abraham (p. 520); his birth
in an eastern nation, which will be "none other than Korea" (p. 520); an inevitable
third world war, when the world of democracy [the heavenly side] will vanquish the
world of communism [the Satanic s'ide], either "by force of arms or an ideological
battle" (p. 493).
2. The Nature . of God as Triane
The God portrayed in Divine Principle is a monotheistic God. His deity is
dualistic in nature (p. 20)", consisting of "essential positivity" ("essential
character") and 11 essential negativity" ("essential form") (p. 29). In the words
. of Divine Principle, "God is the · subject who Consists of the dual characteristics
of essential character and essential form •••• He is a subject consisting . of the
dual characteristics of masculinity and femininity ••• • In relationship to the whole
creation, God is the masculine subject representing its internal character" (p. 25).
According to Divine Principle, God "is the reality of the number 'threern
(p. 53). The explanation of this .reality continues: "God is the absolute reality,
·the existing neutral center of the two esse'n tialities 11 (p. 53).. For this reason,
"God has worked to restore the number 'three"' (p. 53).
I:f Adam and Eve "had perfected themselves without the fall," they would
have formed "a trinity as the True Parents centered on God" (p. 217). In a similar
manner, Jesus and the Holy Spirit might have become True Parents, forming "a
trinity centered on God" (p. 217). However, Jesus, too, failed in bis mission.
He and "the Holy Spirit ·have fulfilled only the mission of spiritual True Parents,
by farming . the spiritual Trinity centered on God." The "substantial Trinity
centered on Go.d" will be formed only when "Christ"· comes again "in flesh" (p. 218).
Who is this "Christ"? and what is this "Second Advent"?

3. Christology
Several major sections of Divine Principle are devoted expressly to what
is included in the Chris.tian understanding of Christology. These are: Part I,
Section 4 - "Advent of the Messiah"; Part I, Section 7 - "Christo logy"; Part II,
Section 2 - "Providence of Restoration . Centering on Moses and Jesus"; Part II,
Section 6 - "Second Advent." In · addition to these sections, other references to
Jesus, his life . and mission can be found in the contents of this book.
The first reference to Jesus does not occur until page fifty-four, in a
listing of the ways in which "God has worked to rest.ore the number 'three"' (p. 53);
since God "is the reality of the number 'three"' (p. 53). Jesus had "thirty years
11
of private life and three years of public ministry," "three major disciples,
"three temptations," "three prayers at Gethsemane''; Peter denied Jesus three times;
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there were "three hours of darkness during the .c rucifixion and Jesus' resurrection
aft~r three days." However,. such a catalogue d.o es not con tribute to our underst~ding of who Jesus is thought to be or how his mission is comprehended.
I

I

c

.

"as a perfected man in flesh anci spirit •••. Jesus
is tjur savior. He came to the world in order to perfect fallen men by striving to
have; them unite with him" (p. 60). Further, "Jesus came to earth in the flesh to
save: sinful mankind" (p. 63). He came "as the Tree of Life to fulfill the hope of
the (Old Testament saints, who had waited for his advent" (p. 68). "Jesus came to
restore the ideal world in the form intended at the creation" (p. 113).
r "Jesus came," we are told,

.
Jesus came "as the incarnation of the Word (John 1:14), proclaiming the
Word of Life" (p. 116). With the Holy Spirit, Jesus forms "the spiritual Trinity"
cent~red on God (p. 217) • .

What is the meaning of these statements?
l

j "Jesus Christ came as the Messiah," but only in the sense of the ''Mess ianicl expectation of the Israelites" (p. 139). Although "Jesus was a man who had
atta~ned the purpos.e of creation" (p. 210), he is one of a series of "central
figu~es," each of whom appeared in a respective new age: Noah, Abraham, Moses,
Jesu~ (p. 134). 'llle mission .of Jesus surpassed that of Abraham and Moses, because
it w~ "worldwide" (p. 187).
;

;

!' While the "Principle does not deny the attitude of faith held by many
Chri$tians that Jesus is God, ••• the principle of creation sees the original value
of p~rfected man as being equal to that· of Jesus" (p. 209). Since "a perfected
man is one body with God" (p. 209)~ "Jesus, as a man having fulfilled the purpose
of c~eation, is one body with God" (p. 210). However, Jesus "can by no means be
God Himself" (p. 211). He is "a second God (image of God)" (p. 211). Because he
''has '. been interceding for us before God,: •• just as he did on earth; because Jesus
was ~empted by Satan, and finally crucified . by the evil force, ••• it becomes clear
that i Jesus is not God Himself" (p. 2U).
,
Jesus came as the Messiah, · that is, as ."Christ"; the "Lord," as Jesus
promised, will come on the day of the Second Advent (p. 498). Jesus was born as
the Messiah "after the 2000 years of the 'providential age of restoration by indemnity"' (p. 499) ; · the "Christ" of the Second Advent will be born, not from "among
the iineal descendants of Abraham, but to .the nation that .would take their heritage
and produce the fruits of it ••• Korea" (p. 520).
Jesus has achieved his mission:
limi;ed and "spiritual." 'llle Lord of the Second Advent will achieve his: complete
and *1iiversal restoration.
"Jesus did not come to die on the cross" (p. 143). The "crucifixion was
the result of the ignorance and disbelief of the Jewish people" (p. 145). Jestis
"sho4ld have fulfilled the salvation of both spirit and body" (p. 147). However,
the work of Jesus was a failure (p. 196). 'lllus, the "physical salvation of mankind! was left unfulfilled, and Jesus died, promising it would be realized when the
Lordi would come again" (p. 511).
The "Lord, who is to come," like Jesus, "must come as a man perfecte·d both
spiritual.ly and physically" (p. 511). The "Lord'' of the "Second Advent" "must.
realize the Kingdom of God as really as intended at Jesus' coming11 (p. 511) •· Accordingly, "the Lord inust be born in the flesh on the earth, .as in the First
Advent" -(p. 511).
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4. Redemption by Indemnity
A.dam and Eve fell "in the perfection level of the growth stage and [manJ
has remained ever since under the dominion of Satan" (p. 221). God's work is "the
providence of separating Satan from man" (p. 221). However, man "must first restore
himself to the perfection level of the growth stage" before he can receive the
Messiah (p. 222). Once he has received the Messiah,. man, through rebirth, will
''be restored to the position before the fall of Adam and Eve11 (p~ 222).
The process by which man is restored so that he can fulfill the purpose
of creation is called indemnity. Indemnity proceeds through three stages: paying
the exact amount of the loss incurred; paying a lesser amount than the loss incurred; paying a larger amount than the loss incurred. This third stage occurs
because of the insufficiency of the second (pp. 224-225) . and is required because
"when a central figure in the providence is to set the condition of indemnity ·
again, he must include what was left undone due to the failure of previous persons, in addition to what he himself had to set originally" (p. 225).
Central figures who have paid the indemnity for manking are: Adam's
family, Noajl's family, Abraham's family, Moses' family and Jesus. John the Baptist
was supposed to prepare the way for Jesus' mission, but ·he "failed to accomplish
his mission11 (p. 348). Jesus, himself, "had to .suffer the tribulations which
John the Baptist" (p. 348) .was supposed to have suffered. Hence, Jesus died and
accomplished only a portion of his mission. Thus, a new Messiah is required: one
who will accomplish the full payment of indemnity and restore creation to its . intended position.

In the process of indemnity, God "does not interfere with man's own
portion of responsibility" (p. 371). The principle of creation moves by the
·process described to the inexorable eschatological state of perfection~

5. Church and the Means of Grace
The first reference to "church" in, Divine Principle occurs on page 213:
"Christ is the head of the church (Eph. 1:22), and we are his body and members
(I Car. 12:27)" (p. 213). Our relationship · to Jesus is then spelled out in the
light of several scriptural texts (John 15:5, Rom." 11:12, John 15:14, I Joh-q 3:2>
I Cor. 15:23).
·
No fuller explanation of "church" is given, but Christianity, according
to Divine Principle,. is . "different from other religions" because "its purpose is
to restore the· one great world family which God had intended at the creation"
(p. 123). The "Kingdom of God in heaven can ·be realized only after the realization of the Kingdom of God on earth" (p. 62) ~ Since it is only in " ·a home formed
around the parents" · that "true brotherly love" can occur (p. 129), it is "upon ·the
Second Advent of the Lord as the True Parent of' mankind" that all will come "to
live harmoniously in the garden as one family" (p. 129)·
As for the means of grace, belief in "tihe redempti·on through the cross,"
baptism and the Sacrament of i:ioly CommUn.ion are examples of "lesser indemnity"
(p. 225). The Lord of the Second Advent, alone, "is to come in the completion of
the providence ·of restoration" (p. 238). Then will be rea~ized "all the missions
of all the ages which the prophets and saints .•• have. left unaccomplished" (.p. 238).

6. -Creation and Eschatology
The origins of human life and of the entire created universe are discussed
at noticeable length in Divine Princiole (pp. 19-64). Here, the Principle is

__
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-7operative in the explanation of God's work of creation. The duality noted above
(cf. ·p. 3, supra) is present here, along with ~nterpretation of the scriptural
account of Genesis. There is also an effort in this section to combine Oriental
philosophic thought with Christian teachings and the categories of scientific analogy.
More significant, perhaps, is the teaching on eschatology, including a
vision of the course and goal of human -history, proposed in this volume. There are
political implications in the teachings of the Unification Church, as, for example,
in the distinctions between .the "good" nations and the "bad," as these are to meet
in a final war between God and Satan following allegedly revealed predictions. In
the reading of human history, individuals and_. peoples are either "Satanic". or
''Heavenly" insofar as they threaten or foster the "foundation stage" of restoring
"the Heavenly sovereignty by farming a wide and firm basis of politics and economy"
(p. 482; cf., also, pp. 4ft9-496).
The role of the- nation of Korea is foretold for this time of the "Last
Days." According to Revelation 7:2-4 and a pre-Christian Korean prophecy revealed
in the book Chung Gam Nok (p. 528), the Lord of the Second Advent will be born in
Korea (pp. 519-532) and the Millennium will be established (p. 527). Then, it will
be possible for the new heaven and the new earth to be brought about, on condition
that the moment and the central figure are recognized and accepted. Ali religions
.will be finally "united into one religion; namely, Christianity" (p. 528).
III. THEOLOGICAL CRITIQUE OF Divine Principle
A. Introductory Comment's
•
1. Any criticism of another religious doctrine which is claimed to be
launched from "the Christian position" must be qualified. That is, there is much
diversity in .Christian bel1ef and theology and, thus, internal disagreement. Moreover, criticisms levelled against other religions by Christians may often be directed against fellow Christians. Orthodox doctrine in its "pure state" is- very
difficult. to define.
As we examine the· teachings of Divine Principle, therefore, we are mindful
of the diversities within Christianity. Nevertheles~, we believe that the contemporary ecumenical convergence is making certain dimensions of Christian doctrine
stand out in sharp detail. as essential and indispensable to whatever may be called
"Christian faith • "

2. The recent rise of the Unification Chur~h has confused many Christians
and others by advancing teachings which are either at variance with generally
recognized Christian doctrines or are subtle modifications of them. This critique
of Divine Princiole does not in any way call into question the freedom of the Unification Church to exist and propagate its beliefs under the protections of the
First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution·. Such analysis is required to see whether
Divine Principle is in accord with the revelation of God and the saving work of
Jesus Christ.
3. In commenting upon the major presuppositions and doctrines of Divine
Principle, we offer three kinds of criticism:
(a) a questioning of meaning and intelligibility;
(b) a direct challenge to veracity or credibility;
(c) an indication of either insufficiency or total lack of Christian
expression of belief.

--'------- - -- --8-

B. Particular Teachings or Presuppositions
1 . Dualism

Duality is a prevalent characteristic of Divine Principle. It is in fact
an inherent teaching ~f cosmic dualism which conflicts with Christian biblicallybased teaching.
(a) The eternal unity of the one God. is jeopardized by the assertion
that upon such dual essentialities as positive and. negative, masculine and f~mi
nine depends the very being of God (pp . 24, 26).
(b) Although Christian faith emphasizes the active relation of the
Creator God to the created world and human creatures, the dualism of Divine
Principle posits a gu1~ between the Creator and creation which prevents God from
crossing for the purpose of historical intervention (pp. 105, 148). Whatever the
divine will may be, God has only "indirect dominion" over ,c reation (pp. 55-57).
(c) Reflec't ion upon the mystery of good and evil always raises the
thought of dual powers at work. Granted the difficulties in dealing with this
mystery, authentic Christian teaching has never allowed an absolute dualism of
God and Satan. Divine Principle so elevates the power of Satan as to teach what
inevitably appears to. be a . second, rival god.
(d) Divine' Principle posits a dualism in human nature as "spirit man"
and "physical man 11 (p'. 61). Christian theo_logy has not always fully appreciated
the biblical view of the _- human being as an essential unity of body-spirit (soul),
but it has not allowed a dualism which minimize~ the goodness of the body and
militates against the Christian doctrine of resurrection.
(e) The fall of man is explained in a way which is incompatible with
the Bible and Christian theology . The mythical figure of Lucifer, the fallen
angel of light, is presented as the external source of evil and sin, which he
transmits by sexual union to Eve, who passes it on to Adam. by the same mode. Such
unwarranted mythology seeks · a facile answer to a most profound and inscrutable
mystery, which becomes a basis for questionable teach1ngs and practices of sex and
marriage.
2, Secret Revelations

Without reiterating the anti-material heresies of ancient Gnosticism,
Divine Principle repeats the claim for secret, esoteric truth. Kn~ledge of the
Principle is the key to acquiring "new truth" which illuminates all problems of _
"life and the universe" (pp. 14-16, 88, 100). Such claims, similar to occult
schemes of various character, cannot be admitted into Christian thought without
distorting it.
3 . A Certain Materialism
In one sense, as _often maintained, Christianity is 11materialistic." That
is, it _ takes creation,
and Incarnation, most seriously as God's work~ This is
contrary to "spiritualizing" all life and experience at the expense of creation.
However, Divine Principle elevates what is· material at the expense of. the spiritual.
- Its very concept of salvation is materialistic. Divine Principle reduces the saving
work of Jesus Christ as having only or merely spiritual consequences. Jesus could
not achieve the "material" salvation, which Divine Princi vle promises.- This is an _

man
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earthly kingdom of comforts and satisfactions, apparently achieved as much by the
uses of scientific technolozy and a democratic p·o litical order as by divine intei::- .
vention (p. 102). ~ranted that all people, including Christians, desire a "pleasant
social environment" in a good society, t-h e projected vision of Divine Princiole
appears to be more a utopia achieved through human means, rathe~ than through a
divine reign of reighteousness (Matthew 6: 33).

4. · Antisemitism
There is a recurrent emphasis in Divine Principle on the responsibility of
the Jewish nation for the failure of the mission of Jesus (pp. 113, 118, 143, 144,
147, 152, 153, 154, 156, 157, 196, 232, 343, 347, 357, 359, 369-70, 418, 479- 80,
516-19). The "ignorance," "disbelief," and "stubbornness" of the Jewish people .
placed them "on the side of Satan" (480). The attitude expressed toward the ~ewish
people throughout Divine Principle is consistently and unrelievedly negative . It
amounts to a prevailing condemnation of an entire people and results in an inevitable
antisemitism.
It cannot be denied that, in the past, Christians have, at times, written
and spoken in a manner that was antisemitic. That day, unhappily , is not completely
gone, but it is openly regretted by the followers of Jesus. The Good News of Jesus
Christ is not served by any type of discrimination, whether of race, color, creed,
sex, or economic status. The antisemitism of Divine Principle is incompatible with
authentic Christian teaching and practice.

5. Relativizing Scripture
The Bible is frequently cited in Divine Principle, giving ~he initial impression to some readers that this work is in accord with the Scriptures. The use
of biblical texts is arbitrary, however.· They are more often cited to provide the
names of actors in the drama of restoration ·than to serve as primal instances of
revelation; or else, in the manner of many Christian literalists, the texts are
adduced to prove the truth of teachings drawn from non-biblical sources. Yet, of
Christians who depend literalistically upon Scripture, Divine Princiole says they
are "captives to scriptural words" (p. 533) . Divine Principle appeals to other
revelations which contradict basic elements of the Christian faith • .
Within the diverse communions and traditions of Christianity there are
Nevertheless ,
for Christians, the biblical witness remains the normative authority. This is
not the case in Divine Principle, which ack.nowledges the higher authority of
Sun Myung Moon.

many ways of tmderstanding scriptural authority and interpretation.

6. The Triune God
.

.

The doctrine of the Triune God, as set forth in Divine Princiole, is incompatible with Christian teaching. The concept of a "trinity" fo~ed with Adam
and Eve as "true parents centered on God" (p. 218) is inconsistent with Christian
understanding of this doctrine. The explanation of a "spiritual trinity" consisting of Jesus and the Holy Spirit "as spiritual True Parents • • • centered on
God" (p . 218) is not in harmony with Christian teaching.
·
This ."trinity" is to be replaced when "Christ" comes as the Lord of · the
Second Advent, to "become the True Parent both spiritually and physically _by
11
forming the substantial Trinity centered on God" (p. 218). This True Parent"
will give spiritual and physic.al rebirth t"o "all fallen men"" and have them

. ..!•...:.L

-lQalso 11 form (by couples) substantial trinities centered on God" (p. 218). This
doctrine of the triune nature of God cannot be acknowledged as Christian.

7. Salvation - Restoration - Eschatology
The doctrine of salvation, according to Divine Principle·, consists in
"restoration through indemnity" (pp. 222-22 7). Because this principle is based,
in part, on the failure of Jesus to achieve his mission (p. 196), it cannot be
regarded as Christian • . The incompatibility of the doctrine of "restoration through
indemnity" with Christian teaching is based, further, on the absence, in Divine
Principle, of any clear indication of the existence of the Christian collDUunity
as Church and the role of grace and divine intervention by God in human history.
11

man, who lost the original position or status endowed at the
creation" who "must set up· certain necessary conditions to restore himself" (p. 224).
It is the Lord of the S'econd Advent who is to "restore through indemnity the providential course of restoration left unachieved at the time of the first coming 11
(p. 364).
It is

Since salvation ("restoration") in Divine Principle. is explained in terms
of the failure of Jesus to fulfill "the salvation of both spirit and body" (p. 147),
this doctrine cannot be affirmed as Christian. Likewise, since the fullness of
"restoration" is to be achieved by another than Jesus, namely, by the "Lord of
the Second Advent" (p. 369), this doctrine must be rejected as unChristian.
Again, the political implications of the teachings of the Unification
Church on eschatology are such as to cause serious concern for members of Christian
churches. Facile and categorical distinctions between the "good" nations and the
"bad" (pp. 483-490; 491-493) are included in allegedly revealed predictions of a
final warfare between God and Satan (pp. 490-496).
Christian eschatology cannot accept an interpretation of human history
whereby individuals, as well as peoples, are arbitrarily identified as "Satanic"
or ''Heavenly"· in terms of a "foundation stage" of restoring -"the Heavenly sovereignty by forming a wide and firm basis of politics and economy" (p. 482; also,
pp. 449-496) -.
It is not . faithful Christian teaching to elevate any nation to a messianic
role. Hence, Christians cannot accept the role assigned to the nation of Korea by
Divine Principle for the "last· days" (pp. 520-532). Divine Princinle claims that
the Lord of the Second Advent is to be born in "none other than Korea!' (p. 520).
It also holds that "the Kprean People ••• will become the Third Israel". (p. 521), and

that "many spiritual signs regarding the Lord coming again in Korea are appearing"
(p. 529).
This eschatology _is incompatible in critical and essential ways with that
which is acknowledged, recognized and taught in Christian churches throughout the
world.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS .

This study document has been prepared for the purpose of providing a theological critique of the official doctrinal text of the Unification Church, Divine
Principle (cf. supra, p. 1). The Com,mission on Faith and ·Order of the National
Council of Churches has defined "continuity with the Christian faith" in the
following affirmations:

-11- ·

1) Essential to .ch.ristian identity is the biblical affirmation that Jesus
of Nazareth is the Christ, the eternal Word of. God .made flesh.
2) The life, death and resurrecti on of Jesus are the ground and means of ·
the salvat:ion of persons and of the whole creation.
3) The tri\ine God--Father, Son and Holy Spirit--has acted as Creator,
Redeemer and Sanctifier identifying with the suffering and need of the
world and is effectively saving it from sin, death and the powers of
evil.
4) There is an essential relationship between faith in the saving work of
the triune God aiid obedient response of the .believing community.
In the light of this definition of c~ntinuity with the Christian faith, we conclude:
A. The Unification Church is not a Christian Church. .
1. .I ts doctrine of the nature of the Triune God is erroneous.

2. Its Christology is incompatible with Christian teaching and belief.
3. Its teaching on salvation and the means of grace is inadequate anq faulty.
B. The claims of the Unification Church to Christian identity cannot be
recognized.
1. The role and authority of Scripture are compromised in the teachings.
of the Unification Church.
2. Revelations are invoked as divine and normative in Divine Principle
which contradict basic elements of Christian fa~th.
3. A "new, ultimate, final truth'.' is presented to complete and· supplant
all previously recognized religious teachings, includi~g those of
Christianity.

'Yeshua Is the Messiah'
"Fraud ... deception ... playing
with religious tradition... These harsh
words. aimed at a new movement of
Jewish-born Christians, spill forth from
Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum of the American Jewish Committee, normally one
of Judaism's most temperate envoys to
Christianity. His target: the so-called
Messianic Jews, who insist that they can
adopt a belief in Jesus as the Messiah
and yet remain as Jewish as ever.
In the earliest days of the church.
of course. Christians were accepted as
being Jews, and the Messianic Jews say
they are trying to re-establish those bygone days. Ever since the two faiths divided. however, proselytism has been
one of their touchiest disputes, exacerbated by Christian anti-Semitism and
centuries of forced conversions. Most
Jews fiercely resent all proselytizing, and
many Christian denominations now oppose organized efforts to convert Jews.
Shun labels. Among the Messianic
Jews, however, proselytizing is part of
the faith. Exactly what that faith is,
though, is confusing to the outsider. Although the Messianic Jews hold to orthodox Christian doctrines such as the
deity of Christ, which Judaism considers idolatry, they often shun labels like
"convert" or "Christiap." ·Some retain
Jewish traditions like Saturday worship
and the wearing of skullcaps, or call
their leaders "rabbis" and their meeting places "synagogues." To Jewish
leaders such as Tanenbaum, they are

simply Christian' evangelists masquerading as Jews to gain more converts. In
any case, since the late 1960s, perhaps
10,000 to 20,000 young U.S. Jews have
decided to follow Jesus.
Much of the tumult in the movement
iS now swirling around a Pentecostal
group in Stony Brook, Long Island.
called B'nai Yeshua (Sons of Jesus),
which draws up to 200 people for Friday-night services and claims to run the
world's first major "messianic training
center." It has 30 students at present
and 31 full-time evan.gelists who are
waging a summer campaign.
This month B'nai Y eshua dedicated
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.EVANS PREACHING AT 8'NAI YESHUA
"JEW fOR JESUS" HANDING OUT TRACTS

Ir is "lirerally a war."
its twelve-acre, $1,105,000 estate during
a conference attended by 700 believers,
about two-thirds of them Jewish. Leader Mike Evans, 29, presided like an auctioneer over fund-raising appeals ("Tell
every single person what you want them
to do, Lord") and faith-healing marathons ("There's a man with a gall bladder problem sitting over there. Well,
you're God's beloved"). At one point Evans appealed for conurutments to Jesus,
blending Jewish terminology with tent
revivalism: "Great God of Israel, I need
forgiveness for my sins. I believe that
Yeshua Jesus is the Messiah.''
Professing amazement at the opposition B'nai Ycshua has aroused from
Long Island Jews and Establishment
Protestants, Evans says: "We are just a
bunch of young Jewish kids." Evans,
who was given a weak religious upbringing by his Jewish mother, ran a Texas
Bible camp until he felt God tell him
that a great revival was coming in the
New York City area. Despite his Jewish emphasis. he gets backing from such

76
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Gentile Pentecostal stalwarts as Christian Broadcaster Pat Robertson and
Evangelist David Wilkerson.
Other new groups that play up their
Jewishness play down or avoid altogether the heavy Pentecostalism of Evans'
B'nai Yeshua: Among them: Philadelphia's Beth Yeshua, which has grown
from 30 members to 150 in two years,
and Beth Messiah in the Washington,
D.C., area, begun with six members in
1973 and now boasting 500. A pioneer
in the new sfyle was charming, talkative
Moishe Rosen, who founded "Jews for
Jesus" in 1973 and now presides over
80 staffers and a $2 million annual budget from his unmarked headquarters m
San Rafael, Calif.
Jewish authorities hold that Jew
who adopts Christianity-or any other
religion-is a meshummad (apostate), a
grievous sinner who incurs various penalties. He may not be a witness in a Jewish legal proceeding or count in the minyan, or quorum for prayer. He remains
technically a Jew, however, since the
Talmud says that ''a Jew who sins is
still a Jew."
literal War. Jewish groups are
fighting as never before against proselytizers of all varieties. In recent months
Christian street preachers have beeo
punched in New York's heavily Jewish
garment district, and the Jews for Jesus
outpost in Manhattan has been ransacked. One Texas convert says he was
kidnaped while celebrating Passover
with his brother, a rabbinical student,
and held for days of "deprogramming"
until he renounced Jesus. The most
extreme opponent is Hesh Morgan,
whose militant Anti-Missionary Institute plants spies in Evangelical groups
to gather information and assigns youths
to disrupt meetings and heckle speakers. It is "literally a war." says one Los
Angeles rabbi.
Most Jewish groups, however, favor
voluntary talks with converts rather
than strong-arm tactics. New York·s
new Jewish Community Relations
.Council has a task force compiling data
on 45 missionary groups and has assigned psychologists and educators to
develop a counter strategy. Similar effons are under way in 16 other cities.
With strong family and community
pressure at work. why are these young
Jews following Jesus? Theodore Freedman of the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith says they are "largely chilclren with emotional problems.'' Donald
LeMagdeleine. a Roman Catholic who
is conducting the first careful survey of
the young converts for a thesis at Berke·
ley's Graduate Theological Union, disagrees. They want a religious experience
that they did not find in their synagogues
or in Jewish cultural upbringing. he says.
"They are not looking for Jewish rap
groups. They are looking for God...
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DEATH colA ldn 1~· discpialify hi~ becavse V\e.
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W-HY PO·N,T
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MAKE. YOU A WINNER:

TODAY~!

or:p THt;. TRAck '?
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We are~ w"1o dot1 +believe
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Fflmouo. EverybodY. nea:10 '
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
1502 Fox Building •
.'

1612 Market Street

Philadelphia, Pa. 191 03 •

LO 4-2460

1/4/77

TO:

RABBI A. JAMES RUDIN

STEVEN JAOOBS

V

STEVEN BOARD
I thought you might be interested in
these two pamphlets being distributed
in Bucks and Delaware Counties by
Jewish anti-missionaries.

Roger Weft::er
Assi,t.nt Oirec:tor

?'
I

... ..J !

'<•

( •

.,,

CAN YOU NOT ·RECIPROCATE?

~nd theae. wo~dd,
·which I command you .thi~ do. y ,
6ho.ll be upon youh.. heo.~.t.;
•• . and you ·aha.Lt t111t.l.te .them.
upon the doo1r..-poht6
06 you~ hou~e4
.
(Veut enonomy 6:6,9)

CAN YOU NOT ACKNOWLEVGE ANV
RESPECT THE INTEGRITY OF OUR
FAITH ANV THE VITALITY OF OUR
COVENANT?
.1, the Lo1td, h~ve 'catted thee.
in Jt.lghteouaneaa,
·
. And lra.ve. .tcda.n hold o 6 .thy ha.nd, .
And kept thee, and aet thee
· 5oJt .a. covenant o 0 the people,
ToJt a light unto the na.t.lona.
.
(1Aa.iah 42:6}
IN THE CHRISTIAN BIBLE, Jeaus
as the Christ (your Messia~)
is the link enabling the
'
Gentiles to be numbered among
the ch1ldren of Abraham and
fellow-heirs with .the Jewa to
God's promises (New Testament,
Ga.lat.lana 3 :·2 6- 2 ff.
BECAUSE YOUR MESSIAH HIMSELF
and his earliest followers
we.Jte 1 ewa, you m.a y also find
that the study of the Jewish
· religion will deepen your
appreciation and understanding
of your own faith.

WHEN THE MISSIONARY
COMES TO YOUR

H

r

P1te.po.Jz.e.d by
Rabbi Lawrence M. Silverman
Congregation Beth Jacob
Plymouth, Massachusetts
A PJto j e.c.t. o 6
Plymouth Lodge - B'nai B'rith

r

PLEASE FEEL FREE

".

I

Thi~

lea6let may be

~ep1r..oduced

without 6u1r..the1r.. pe.1r..mi~~~on,
ph..ov.ided o.ll .in601t.ma.t..i.on 011
th.U page .U .included. 01r..,
1r..eque~.t..6 601r.. additional cop.le~
ma.y be o.dd1r..e~Aed to Con91r..ega.tion
Be.th la.cob, P. O. Bo.t 184,
Plymouth, Ma~6o.chu~e.t.t6 02360.
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ESPECIALLY IF THERE IS A
MEZUZAH ON YOUR DOOR-POST

WE KNOW THAT YOU, like many
evangelical Christians, are
. probably motivated by the be s ~
of intentions when you come t c
our door. You bear a religiou .
message that is so meaningfu l
\
to you, that you feel called
\.
upon to share it with others .
\.' We respect your desire to sha.
·we admire your sincerity and
your diligence.

I.

8
·.'

·r· · .,~

DOOR~

.

)

IF WE CAN EVER BE Of HELP
TO YOU JN YOUR QUEST,
TO CALL UPON US AGAIN.

WHAT TO SAY

·u

T •

•

_,

.._,.

.
• WE MUST TELL YOU THAT WE HAVE NO

(O'f CANNOT . ACCEPT THE TEACH! NGS

"OLV TESTAMENT." -

YOU PP-OC LA If.I.

WE ARE JEWS and, like you,

YOU CALL IT OLV because you have
an additional one that is "New."

ar~

bearers of a message.

But we have, simply, our Bible,

the

OUR RELIGION OFFERS A COMPLETE
and . satisfying faith to anyone
who earnestly strives to live in
a ccordance with its teachings.

Blble.

to God, to Torah, and to Israel . .

w~

Though we are happy to share our
traditions and teachings with ·
others, we do not actively seek
converts, as you do. Our rabbis
and leaders concentrate instead
on bringing the truth of our
r eligion to our fellow-Jews.
While we maintain that the .
Jewish religion is best 60~ Jew~,
we do not believe that any
r eligion has a patent on trut h~
As our Sages taught: The
~~ghteou& 06 all nation~ have a

of original sin.

6ha4e in the

wo~td

DO NOT BELIEVE in a doctrine

THE MESSIANIC AGE WI LL' COME

T{J

PASS IN THIS ·WORLV! Whatever
else it may be, i n our view,
the Messianic Age will at least
be a thl4-Wo~ldly happening .

IN DAYS . OF OLD, Moses was God's
·instrument to lead us o ut of
Egyptian slavery and to bring ·
us to Mount Sinai, where the
covenant between God and
Abraham was established for all
Israel. Despite the importance
of Moses , who pr9vided us with
political as wel l as spiritual
leadership, we never looked
upon him as the Messiah. ·
IF NOT MOSES, how much lt44
are we to regard . as the
Me3siah Jesus of Nazareth, a
man who announced that his
kingdom was not 06 th.U wo~ld
(New Testament,· John 18:3~).
l~kely

WE DO NOT BELIEVE that personal
salvation and eternal life
should be overriding concerns
in one 's life.
1.

WE DO NOT BELIEVE that God is
best understood as a trinity,
a · concept which w~ find both ·
arbitrary and incompatibie
with our affirmation of God's
oneness.

to come.

WE DO NOT RECOGNIZE Jesus of .
Nazareth as the Messiah.

EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS at times
t ry to convince Jews of the
~ laims of Christianity by
r eferring to the ·01d Testament
which, Christians b~lieve~ has
been fulfill~d in the New
Testament. Thus you may attempt
t o sneak to us in terms of our
~ wn Bible.
·

THE MESSIANIC AGE, in our view,
will be marked not only by · .

DESPITE THESE DIFFERENCES and
other deep and serious issues
ot faith that lie between us,
you and we h ave a great deal
in common, too. As a people,
we live wit hin a Covenant that
is the key to our relationship
to God. Our very existence as
a religious community bears
witness to this enduring
Covenant. You also affirm a
covenantal relationship to

fulfillment for individuals,

God; and we can acknowledge

oppressed peoples, and by. the

that your Covenant may be
valid and binding for you,
as ours · is for us.

but also by redemption for

a~ l

establishment of an era of ·
peace for all humanity.

s u r ..
:-·

Jewl~h

THE CHRISTIAN NEW TESTAMENT is
not authoritative Scripture for
us. We believe, moreover, that
when you interpret our Biple in
the light of the New Testament,
then you are imposing meanings
on our Scripture that just are .
not there.

YO.U MAY THEREFORE WONDER why we
do not evangelize, as you do.
F irst of all, we are always
willing to welcome into the
Jewish fold individuals who
whole-heartedly attach themselves
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ANTI-·
SEMITI

Steffi Rubil)

· J?tr~ducti~Q
Anti-Semitism is a subject that interests Jewish persons
in all parts of the world. But because it has been a repeated
theme throughout the history of mankind, it should be a
subject tt~at concerns all people everywhere. It has been a
tool in the hands of self-seeking political figures. It has been
a tendency in the hearts.ofthe common man. It has been
. preached in arenas·and in churches. It has been a sword, a
machine gun,·a leaflet, a law, and a gas chamber. It has
taken many forms, yet we believe that its source has always
been the same.
In the interest of combatting anti-Semitism, JEWS
FOR JESUS has prepared this booklet which deals w~th the
phenomenon on four fronts: In Nazi Germany, In
Communist Russia, In the Middle East, and last, In the
Church. While the reasons for anti-Semitism in these areas
may seem varied, the common denominator does present
itself and can be identified. It can be found in the nature of
the origin of the Jewish people themselves; in our response
to the One who created the people, and in His motives for
doing so.
We do not wish to oversimplify the matter; the nature
of anti-Semitism has grown into a complicated issue. But we
suggest that the cure can indeed be presented simply: a
correct relationship to the "Chosen People" must be
predicated upon a correct relationship to their "Chooser...
It is with this end in mind that we present a study of the
persecution of God and His Chosen People: a study of
Anti-Semitism.
1
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Nazi
Gerlt)al)y
Racislt)?

Surely the anti-Semitism that has shaken the world
most profoundly in the last century is the unprecedented
and unparalleled Hitler-brand of Nazi anti-Semitism.
National Socialism in the thirties and forties in Germany
had perfected the myth of the " evil Jew." Rooted in the
basest of human instincts and deftly introduced as the
reason behind the pressures of an unhappy society ... and
supported by wildly imagined pseudo-scientific data, the
racial anti-Semitism of the defeated Weimar Republic
promised relief to the frustrations of its post-war
atmosphere.
2
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Race Mythology

"Anti-Semitism stands to race-biology in the same
relationship as medieval pseudo-science or alchemy stands
to chemical science of modern times.'' 1 There is obviously
nothing scientific about the concept of a "pure race" after
the passing of thousands of years of history. Ages of
civilization and un.recorded genealogi es defy any
specification of the existence of such a race. It is difficult to
believe that anyone, or any people would be so desperate as
to resort to the belief that such a phenomenon could be
considered scientifically respectable. Yet the climate of the
pre-Nazi era was one that could adjust itself to believing
outrageous lies merely by wishing them to be true.
It was in the Germany of the 1870's that racial antiSemitism first became evident. In fact, it was there, in
Germany, that the expression "anti-Semitism" was first
read in the writings of Wilhelm Marr, 'The Victory of
Judaism over Germanism. ·· (1879). The Hegelian spirit and
enthusiasm over the statehood of Germany are evident in
Marr's essay. By extending the linguistic differences
between the Semitic and Aryan language groups to the
point of making racial distinctions, he provided himself
with the grounds for his statements. This racial dichotomy
had been introduced earlier in the writings of Christian
Lassens (1800-1876). That there was no such thing as a
"Semitic Race" did not seem to bother these writers, nor
did it in any way derogate the evidence of "Jewish racial
inferiority" when it was needed to further their ends. In this
racist overview, the differences between the Semitic and
Aryan groups covered the moral, cultural, and physical
realms as well.
3

Why was this a ludicrous theory? First, it seems an
obvious fact of the diasporic Jew that he is not a distinct
race at all, for there are Jews among every race: Black Jews,
Oriental Jews, . . . yes, even Jews with Aryan characteristics.
Some of the Jews who were persecuted fulfilled the portrait
bf the Aryan dream better than some of the Germans who
persecuted them. Furthermore, at the time of the Third
Reich, talk about the race from which the original Jew was
descended led to the hypothesis that he was a mixture of
ancient Hittite blood with some strains of Amorite blood
added. 2 Interestingly enough, both Amorites and
Philistines were classified in Aryan mythology as blond,
Aryan nations. But aside from that, there is the fact that
modern Jews are only partly descendant from ancient Jews.
At the time of Christ, Judaism was a world religion that
recruited proselytes from all parts of the Roman Empire.
Then, during the wars of the Emperors Titus and Trajan,
most of Palestinian Jewry was destroyed. This left the Jews
of Greece, Rome, Spain, Egypt, Gaul and South Russiaand Germany- to band together to identify with one
another. How could they identify these "Heinz 57 varieties"
as a race? They couldn't. Their bond was faith. They could
hardly be considered a race; they were a racial mixture,
standing in the commonality of faith. The faith for which
they had been persecuted. Yet, in the late 19th century in
Germany this was an ignored fact. And the ignorance grew
later into a din of S.S. bootsteps.
The racial myth of anti-Semitism appeared more and
more in the writings of its perpetrators. Ernest Reoan, the
French scientist and rationalist (1832-1892) made the words
"Semitic" and "inferior" to be synonymous. He was
followed by another Frenchman, Arthur De Gobineau
(1816-1882) who wrote "Essay on the Inequality ofthe
Human Races." Here he warned against cross-breeding, a
4

verbal admonition that Hitler would later make law. A
displaced Englishman-turned-German-citizen named
Houston Stewart Chamberlain (1855-1927) penned the
"Foundations ofthe Nineteenth Century" in 1899. This
racist volume described the historical nature of the
Semitic-Aryan conflict, and proclaimed anthropologically
that the Teutonic race was superior to all peoples. Hitler
and the editor of the Nazi newspaper, Der Strumer were
fond of this document and reprinted sections of it for the
edification oflhe German Volk.

Germany, the Background
Bismarck, monarch of the German Empire of the late
1800's, never sanctioned anti-Semitism openly. Yet he never
discouraged it either, and it flourished under his rule. The
essays and books that proliferated in this empire tactically
pleased the monarch. Through use of anti-Semitic zeal, he
could divert political liberalism, excuse the economic
inflation, and shrug his shoulders at theKu/turkampf
legislation which repressed the Catholics·in Germany. For
each of these, Bismarck could point to the source of the
problem, the Jews. He called anti-Semitism "a most useful
means of attacking progressives ... " 3 The writings of the
authors mentioned above merely furnished the necessary
"evidence" for what was being widely accepted at this time.
The soon-to-be-released "Protocols ofthe Elders ofZion "
made further allegations, supposedly uncovering a plan by
which the Jews sought to overtake the world. These, of
course, substantiated. the German suspicions. And so the
picture of the Aryan became more and more ennobled,
w~ile the portrait o(the Jew became increasin_gly distorted
and vifified, the personification of evil.
Theories t09k root in the very instinct of man's
primitive nature - the dualistic concept of "good-guy-ism"
5

and "bad-guy-ism." Black and white. Light and dark. One
might think that such a simplistic racial attitude might have
caused hatred of the Negro race. In accordance with the
need for an antithesis of the fair, blond, blue-eyed, thinlipped Aryan, the black race might have been the obvious
provision. After all, many Jews looked like Aryans
them.selves. But, upon examining the German experience,
we find there were almost no Blacks, Malays or Indians in all
the German lands or possessi9ns. So the white-black
dichotomy was transferred to a.more local, more accessible
object of hate, the Jews. The Jews, in Germany at that time,
composed just over 1% of the population.

The Nazi Period
The Weimar Republic that was set up after the First
World War was the perfect climate and setting for the
continued fermentation of the anti-Semitism race
mythology. The progress of the late nineteenth century and
the development of a systematic and "scientific" structure
on which to build a Jew· hating civilization had been
temporarily halted just after the turn of the century.
In the First World War, of the 600,000 Jews living in
Germany, 100,000 had served in the war, and 80% of these,
at the front. 4 In spite of this, when the reverses began, Jews
were accused of starting the war or losing it. They were
described as "shirkers." The Versailles Treaty had left the
country weakened. The economic depression and inflation
of the early 20's began to give rise to a population of
disaffected people. These were mostly young and
unemployed. They missed the days of a strong and highly
nationalistic Germany. The humiliation of this puny and
subservient Weimar Republic brought to rise a need for a
concrete and safei foe upon whom to lay blame. The Allied
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forces were too strong to oppose; even the despised French
were stronger than the Germans. Neither could the attack
be directly launched at the Weimar Republic its~lf. The
Jews were a perfect target.
Why were the Jews such an unpopular group at that
particular time? It had been Hugo Preuss, a Jew, who had
written the Weimar constitution. Walther Rathenau,
another Jew, had become its first Foreign Minister. The idea
of Jewish "prominence" was escalated to be the invented
threat ofJewish "dominance." In 1919 a group emerged
that called itself the National Socialist Germany Workers'
Party. A man named Adolph Hitler was the Party's seventh
member. 5 Hitler had been taught by the organizer of the
"Anti-Semitic·Party" of Austria~Hungary, Georg
Schoenerer, and had also been inspired by a personal visit to
a man named Karl Lueger, the anti-Semitic mayor of
Vienna whose "Christian Socialism" was well-supported by
the Austrian clergy. The Nazi Party began its campaign by
beginning to dig up all the old racist propaganda. Their
20,000 members in 1923 grew to 2,500,000 by 1930. The
National Socialists succeeded in taking the theories of the
anti-~emitism of the 19th century, making them household
words. The pan-Germanic attitude was revived, and a plan
to establish a neo-paganism based on Teutonic supremacy
was designed to replace both the Jewish and Christian
religions.
It is interesting to note how Christianity fared under
the Nazi regime. Naturally there was the sticky matter of the
Jewishness of Christ. The late 1800's, as well as being a time
of anti-Semitism, was also a time of anti-Orthodoxy in
Christianity. The Liberal movement was taking root; many
philosophers argued against Orthodox doctrine, while those
Jess philosophical merely supported the reform movement
with their personal expression against the behavioral
7

restrictions of Orthodoxy. J3y the time of Hitler, the
dichotomy between the. Aryan and the Jew required a clever
solution to the problem of theJewish Jesus. In addition, the
atmosphere of the time made it more necessary than ever to
abandon the suffering servant view of Christ. Many threw
out the Bible altogether; some reorganized religious
concepts contained within it. Now the pure Aryan race was
to be God; the German Volk was Jlis incarnation; the Jew,
of course, was the devil. Salvation rested in avoidance of
Rasse,nschande (race defilement) arid total submission to
the Fuehrer, or Savior. For this savior, life itself must
willingly be sacrificed. Hitler fit himself into this scheme of
the N~zi religious ~ltern.ative to Christianity.
Anti-Semitism's natural conclusion had to force out belief
in a Jewish Messiah who was the antithesis of the Fuehrer of
the Third Reic;h. The very nature of the new movement
renounced the " slave morality" of the Bible, which
Neitzsche had much earlier decided was incompatible with
the "l'I}aster morality" of Romans and Teutons. It was a
time of expedient interpretation of the now not-so-Holy
Scriptures. Biblical terminology was adapted and reapplied;
what was inconvenient was.simply refuted as "sentimental"
or out of date.
The 1928 depre~sion and its psychological effect upon
the pitiful republic assured Hitler of the popular victory he
desired. His anti-Semitic approach, while not a new idea,
was singularly his in his manner of preaching it with an
obscene fury. The racial laws designed to limit or restrict the
Jewish population were instituted almost immediately with
Hitler's takeover in March of 1933. Elimination of oonAryans from public life began: first from the civil service,
theri the hospitals. the government, education, and cultural
life. It became official that a non-Aryan was anyone ~ho claimed one Jewish grandparen~. By the fall of 1933, S0,000
Jews emigrated from Germany. In 1935, the Nuremburg
8
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laws canceled the citizenship of all Jews. Intermarriage was
forbidden. Professors, employed by the Third Reich,
lectured on the science of race, lau_d ing th~ ascendancy-of
the pure German. The rewriting of history books began under the supervision of the "Race Bureau." By 1939
emigration had gone up to 250,000. The rules seemed harsh.
Forced emigration seemed cruel. But these measures were
only the calm before the storm. On November 20, 1938 at
1 A.M., there began the event that was later called
Krystallnacht. It ..yas a response to the murder of a Nazi . _
officer by a 17-year-old Jewish boy living in Paris. The Nazi
authorities called this simple act of anger; "conspiracy,".
and used it as an excuse for the stepping up of Nazi
demonstrations against the.Jews. From there it grew:worse.
History has told the story of the tragedy and bestiality that
took place during the war. The murder of nearly l/3 of_
world Jewry.
The war finally ended. Unfortunately with the end of .
the war, there did not follow the end of anti-Semitism.
Again came the accusations that the Jewish people were
responsible for the "stab in the back" that lost the war.
Anti-Semitic parties and pro-Nazi groups still exist today in
Bonn, as well as many major cities all across the world .,.......
even where Jewish communities exist in the United States.
The roots of that anti-Semitism, or Nazism, as it is still
fondly called by the worshippers of one whom the Germans
called the Fuehrer, or Savior, is far more complex and deep
than the simple explanation of racial inferiority.

What was at the Core of Nazism?
What could make the murder of millions of people
justifiable? In Hitler's weltanschuung (philosophy oflife)
the Jews were a reminder of the established moral law; a law
which stood in the way of his immorality and the deification
9

of the German Volk and state. Liberalism in Christianity
was taking care of itse_lf, defusing the inspirational
approach to Scripture, relaxing the moral imperatives. The
existence of the Jewish people as a non-assimilable group
(though there were, among the Jews, those who would have
desired assimilation) in spite of all the persecution that had
become a way oflife over the centuries, both before and
after Christ, was an annoyance to one who would .call
himself"Savior." The genocidal decision of Adolf Hitler
was the ultimate revolt against God, a wiping out of
conscience and divine obligation, by the wiping out and
denial of the Jewish people, the evidence of this
inconvenient God. Hitler had as little use for Biblical
Christianity as he did for the Jews; and many Christians
who protected Jews were given similar treatment as those
whom they were protecting. In spite of what some might
have said. explaining that Jesus had really been of no
human race at all, or merely that he was an Aryan in the
midst of a lost Semitic world ... finally, for a perverse
ideology such as Nazism to take flight, the entire Bible had
to be done away with. The Book, as well as the people of the
Book, the evidence of the veracity of Scripture, the Jewish
people. With God dethroned in the Third Reich, the one
whose greatest desire was to take His place could call
·
himself the ..Fuehrer.''
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Russia

It was in the Russian newspaper Znamia (The Banner)
that the most famous of anti-Semitic documents, the
"Protocols·· were reprinted over the period of eleven days,
from August 28th to September 7th. These 24 (sometimes
reprinted as 27) plans for world domination by Jews was
said at the time to have been obtained from secret
11

deliberations held at the First Zionist Congress in Switzerland in 1897. This later-discredited forgery was at first put
forth as the "evidence" for what had always been suspected
of the Jewish people. It was the result of their dangerously
extreme "cosmopolitan" tendencies. The Jews had been too
international for the likes of the strongly nationalistic
European countries at the tum of the century- and
especially for the Russian Empire. ·

Background
Medieval anti-Semitism had been part of life in Russia,
encouraged back in the fifteenth century by Ivan the
Terrible. Later, the problems caused by the emancipation of
the Russian serfs were blamed on the Jews, and on
Easter eve, 1881. a tavern scuffle ignited an explosion of
anti-Jewish rioting in 167 towns and villages. Although the
Tsar, like the monarch Bismarck, did not openly condone
this development, he was glad for the diversion which took
pressure off of him. In 1882 the ghettos were ins.tituted and
emigration was "encouraged." The regime of Nicolas II
(1895-1917) proved to be no better with the spread of more
anti-Semitic propaganda and especially the release of the
infamous " Protocols." The "League of Russian People"
(the Black Hundreds), which enjoyed full backing of the
government, incited many outbreaks against the Jews,
culminating in the Kishinev Massacre in the early 1900's.
The year 1917 saw the Russian Revolution turn over
the reigns of government to a man named Lenin. The
presence of Jews among those in the Communist camp was
an encouragement to the anti-Communist White Russians
to conduct pogroms against the "Jewish Bolsheviks" as they
called them. (Actually the Jewish "Bundists" had
withdrawn from the Social Democratic Party because of
Bolshevik opposition to the concept of national self-
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determinism, for alt people. The Bolshevik viewpoint tended
more toward a Centralization theme. Jews tended to be
"Mensheviks" rather than "Bolsheviks" choosing the
position of liberal rather than radical.)
The fact was that Lenin had trouble accepting the idea
of the Jews being a nationality, since they lacked an
important stipulation - they had no nation. Jews, it was
decided, were not a nationality, but rather, a "caste." And it
was the goal ofcommunism to dissolve castes. However,
Lenin did include the Soviet Jews among the minorities to
be promised government protection and support in the
preservation of cultural autonomy. This had been one of
Communism's "campaign promises." In fact,,
anti-Semitism was outlawed as a counter-revolutionary
crime, comparable to the treasonous promotion of the
Tsarist regime. It sounded good on paper, but like most of
the communist promises, very little· was ultimately realized
of the goodness of the Revolutionary government, with
regard to the Jews.

Communism
It is a well-known fact that the father of communis~.
Karl Marx, was himself Jewish, from a line of Rabbis. But
he did not identify as a Jew. He has been called an antiSemite by many, but his interest in destroying the group ·
called the Jews was an expression of his natural revulsion
with religion in general, and with capitalism in particular, a
system which he always connected with the Jewish people.
With that background we can better understand that
statement of Marx's: "The social emancipation of Jewry is
the emancipation of society from Jewry." 6 Marx believed
that, under his system, Jews, and the need for such groups,
would disappear. Likewise, Lenin thought that if anti· .
Semitism was outlawed, it would disappear; and if anti·
13

Semitism would disappear, so would the Jews. Humanly
speaking, this plan was ingenious, for it can be seen that
Jews the world over do not fight a common battle except in
the fight against anti-Semitism, the one battle where most
all Jews present a united front. The disappearance of the
foe, Lenin thought; would serve to dissolve such
nationalistic ties. Divinely speaking, (a perspective one
could hardly expect Marx or Lenin to accept) this plan to
eliminate the Jews could never work. God had created a
people for His own purposes, and He promised to sustain
them forever. Still, after the revolution, steps were taken to
win Jews to communism and to insur·e their loss to Judaism.
A question presents itself: How much of the antiSemitism of the subsequent years in Russia can be
attributed to the simple, perhaps too-simple assertion that
an atheistic governmental approach is bound to produce
anti-Semitism? Many settle for this general cause and effect
basis. But the extent to which Jewishness is more than
merely '.'religious" adds another dimensfon to his question.
The combination of a militant anti-religious outlook and the
inability to accept Jews as a "nationality" is not enough to
explain the special kinds of persecution that seem to have
fallen to the Jewish people, cases of which are not hard to
find.

It is true that religion of any kind was intentionally
played down in the revolutionary governmer.it. But the Jews
received a special treatment in the hands of a group of
young Jewish militant communists called the Y evsektsia.
These youths attempted to loose the Jewish people from
their nationaJistic, cultural and religious loyalties. They
enforced the Soviet lifestyle; this included work on both
religious holidays and the Sabbath. These watchdogs made
it impossible to be an observant Jew without also
simultaneously appearing to be disloyal to the state. The
14
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government suppressed synagogue wor'Ship, and although
SO or more people could seek a permit for holding religious
devotions, there were rules and stigmas imposed upon both
the clergy and the worshipers.7 Religious instruction for
children was illegal. The teaching of Hebrew was
punishable as well. "To be an open 'servant of religion' in
any capacity meant one's virtual exclusion from nonreligious employment." 8 This was the case a mere two years
after the revolution.
The attendance in the synagogues declined and
declined. The endeavor to strip Communism of the taint of
religion seemed well on the way. But simultaneously, the
Russians began to undermine the cultural forces of Judaism
as well. Whereas at first, secular Yiddish culture was
encouraged by the new government, the early thirties saw a
deliberate purging of the Jewish scene. Yiddish newspapers
dwindled in number. Yiddish courts gradually disappeared.
Yiddish theatre, which was used as the disseminator of
Soviet ideology, declined in the mid-thirties. All thisunder the spoken policy of "non-anti-Semitism."
Meanwhile, during this time, a new kind of antiSemitism also emerged. This time it was not imposed by the
government, as the policy had been during the time of the
tsars, but the new-anti-Semitism was popular in nature.
The 1920's brought about the institution of a new
economic innovation, a temporary departure from the
Communist ideal. There had been problems involved in
resettling large numbers of Jewish people who had become
economically displaced after the revolution, and the
government came up with the "NEP" (New Economic
Policy) and gave these displaced businessmen a crack at
semi-private enterprise. The old ·p re-Communist Jew-hatred
began to spontaneously emerge. The Jews were accused of
15

all the usual capitalist privilege-grabbing, and the young
non-Jewish proletariat seized the opportunity to express
their dissatisfaction. The governmental response in
enforcing their anti-anti-Semitism legislation was slow
Protection did not come easily to the Jews. Finally the
advent of the new five-year plans which created more jobs
temporarily halted the wave of anti-Semitism.

The Progress of Communism
It was in the mid-thirties that Stalin came out as a
totalitarian leader. Once avidly objecting to Nazism, Stalin
soon found himself signing a Soviet-Nazi Pact, paving the
way for Hitler to exterminate Jews in the Western provinces
of the USSR. Following the war, the tale and toll of Jewish
deaths was either left unreported or greatly minimized.
In 1948 an anti.-Zionist campaign was launched in the
Soviet newspaper Pravda. Although Russia had voted for
the establishment of the state of Israel, the motivation had
been anti-British and anti-Colonial, not pro-Zionist.9 "It
did not take long to see that anti-Zionism meant little more
than anti-Semitism." 10 The last five years of Stalin's rule
(1948-1953) were called the "Black Years" for Soviet Jewry.
Murders and deportations became commonplace. In 1949
there was the sudden arrest of Rudolph Slansky, Secretary
General of the Czech Communist Party, along with over a
dozen who worked with him, most of whom were Jews. They
were tortured in prison for two years. They, along with
others who were similarly arrested within the Communist
Party, were accused of participating in plots along the lines
of those described in the "Protocols." Accusations of Jewish
conspiracy were revived. The ailing Czechoslovakian
economy, and the depressed condition there, had produced
the need for this kind of display.

16
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Similar to this was the famous "Doctors' Plot," of
1953. Here, nine doctors, six of whom were Jewish, were
accused of "shortening the lives" of certain Soviet officials
who had died a few years apart. This too was chalked up to
the charge of Zionist espionage. That very year Stalin died
and the doctors were released. The purges stopped. But the
continued effort to loose Jews from any Jewish loyalty and
relations with the outside world were continued. Nikita
Khruschev was no lover of the Jewish people, and even while
denouncing his predecessor's awful crimes against
mankind, Khruschev managed to conveniently omit those
crimes that had been committed against the Jews.

Let My People Go!
The 60's saw a continuation of submerged anti-Jewish
expression; a new element that was introduced to Soviet
society was the "Economic Crime." For such cases the
penalty was death or lengthy prison terms. The question
must be asked again: is this merely the "natural outcome"
of a government whose point of reference is atheism? If we
conclude that atheism is the only factor involved, then we
must assume that other religious groups are treated the
same way. But they_ are n.ot.
In a study conducted by Harry G . Schaffer in his. book,
The Soviet Treatment ofthe Jews, he reports the difference
between the treatment of the Jews in the Soviet Union as
compared with the treatment of other recognized religious
groups or cults:
Judaism, unlike other faiths - ·
Cannot publish periodicals and devotional literatur·e
including journals, prayer books and Bibles. After
years of world protest, 10,000 prayer books were
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permitted in 1968 but only several hundreds were
known to have been distributed;
Cannot produce essential devotional articles such as
"Thalethim" (prayer shawls) or "Tfilin" (phylacteries);
Cannot have regular and official contacts with
c<>-religionists abroad as contrasted to the experience
of Protestant! Catholic an.d Moslem faiths;•
Cannot publish (except in isolated instances, especially

in the "showpiece" Central Synagogue in Moscow)
religious calendars, indispensable guides to religious
holidays and observances.11

In addition to that, there are also no religious
seminaries, and there are no replacements for the current
rabbis. These restrictions are for Jews alone.
TABLE A
Population Trends in the Soviet Union
Overall Population vs. Population of Soviet Jewry
Population of the USSR: increased 15.8% between 1959& 1970
Population of Soviet Jews: decreased S.2% during that time
Population of USSR from 1959-70: 208,000,000 to 241. 720.000
Population of Soviet Jewry: 2.268,000 to 2,151,000
(Jews went from being l.1%ofthe population to0.9%)
Source: Izvestia. 17 April, 1971 census

•Thanks to some interve·n tion from the West. a few Jewish students were
allowed to go to the only functioning seminary in Eastern Europe.I 2
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No longer can there be any mistake. The thin veneer of
pro-Jewish, but anti-Zionist assertions is an unconvincing
disguise. One Soviet author has, with the sanction, if not the
support,of the government, written a prolific series on the
curse of Zionism. In the progress of his series, he
dropped the mere anti-Zionist front and condemned
Judaism itself. It was called inherently dangerous to all .
non-Jews. The distinction was clearly made, separating Jews
and gentiles, not merely on the basis of the Zionist
sentiments. And although Khruschev in his memoirs
regretted the remains of what he called pre-revolutionary
leftover anti-Semitism, and although Kosygin still parrots
the famous, "what, me anti-Semite?" pronouncement, the
very voice of the silent-no-more Jews of the Soviet Union
have cleared up any doubts.
Again -whatwas the motivation? And what is the
cure? The Soviets had hoped that their beloved Communist
ideology would do away with the necessity of the existence of
the Jews. That even the Jews themselves would lose interest
in their culture and religion. But the sad truth was that
Communism was never as popular with the people under
Communist rule as Marx, Lenin, or Stalin would have
hoped.
In order to gain power originally. and to keep Russia
strong during the threats of the Hitler invasion, the Soviets
found it necessary to enlist the support of the Orthodox
Church. Stalin even called the land "Holy Russia" to inspire
the clergy. "That their own ideology has not proved a secure
moral foundation in the successive changes in the Soviet
situation ... " 1 3 has been a hard blow to the Communists.
Communism, after all, was supposed to satisfy the people's
need for religion, and to provide a secure base for the
proletariat. Marxian philosophy had sneered at the idea of a
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permanerit morality, and stated instead that the morality
to sh~ft according to the shifts in the economy. But
this shifting had not brought about a happier proletariat. It
had just increased their insecurity. In such an insecure
situation, the result has been a greater need for religion. If it
had been the Soviets' idea to destroy the need for a Jewish
identity, then, they have created the exact opposite climate.
oug~t

They have also created the kind of atmosphere where
anti-Semitism can run rampant. The insecurity has
produced in many the need for self-assertion.

Atheism Doesn't Inspire Faith
Whereas Hitler had tried to replace God with a deified
German Volk, and with himself as Savior. the Soviet Union
wanted to replace the need for God and make the object of
worship the Russian proletariat in a classless; family-less,
religion-less society. Both attempts did not take into
account the nature of human beings to prefer religion to an
unstable and shifting moral structure. And when failure
became apparent, both had to resort to an appeal to the
most basic of human tendencies: the setting apart of a
particular group to draw fire away from the government.
The unadmitted anti-Jewish legislation of the 60's for
economic crimes, and the overstated anti-Zionism of the
seventies have been said to be an attempt to "conceal failure
for SO years of socialism that did not improve on ...
capitalistic evils. "14
The problem is again, an attempt to "overthrow God"
without successfully providing what only God can provide.
The Jews, again, are the persecuted people who have never
fit into a world plan that excludes the God who created
them. This time the persecutions have not taken place in
ovens. This type of Soviet annihilation is " ... a variation of
20
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the gas chambers .. . even more cruel because the torture of
the people being ki\led ... is more malicious and more
prolonged." ls

Communist Anti-Zionism and the Bible
There are those who have predicted such a situation
between Russia and the Jews, most notably the Jews in the
state of Israel. Many students of Biblical prophecy, at a time
when the present political situation was inconceivable, were
purporting that the present-day equivalent to the ancient
kingdom to the north of Israel called ·'Magog·· would take
an anti-Zionist stance which would lead to a full-scale war.
Hal Lindsey, writer of the popular book The Late Great
Planet Earth summarhed the Biblical description,
Shortly after the restoration of the Jews in the land of
Israel, an incredible enemy will arise to its "ut termost
nort h;"' This enemy will be composed of one great
nation which will gather around it a number of allies.
It is this "Northern Confederacy" that is destined to
plunge the world into its final great war which Christ
will return to end. 16
Many Biblical scholars see this summary of the
situation that is recorded in the book of Ezekiel as coming
into fulfillment with the present situation between Russia
and Israel. It is just another indication of the connection
between the existence of the Jewish people, and the Jewish
state today and the determination and steadfastness of the
God of the Bible.
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One can hardly call it "anti-Semitism" at all. For it was
through the common ancestor Shem that the people who are
called " Semites" got their ancestral Link. So, in the case of
anti-Jewish sentiment among the Arabs in the Middle East,
anti-Semitism is really a misnomer.
22
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Arabs would merely call it anti-Zionism, indicating
that the Arabs and Jews have always gotten along like two
Semitic peas in a pod, and that the problem arose only when
Zionism took root in ground that was much too close for
political comfort. Facts show otherwise.
Those' who brush off Arab anti-Jewish propaganda as
mere Nazi leftovers, and those who buy the Arab tale of
peaceful co-existence in pre-Zionist days, are usually those
who have their heart set on tracing all forms of
anti-Semitism to the root-cause: Christianity. But although
Arab anti-Semitism has not always been examined in depth,
there is much evidence that denies credence to these oversimplifications. The Arabs cannot be seen ~s "merely
wayward disciples of Europeans in general and the
Germans in particular ... " 17 but have a history of anti·
Jewish propagandizing all their own - one which predates
the birth of the state of Israel, and even predates the
Mandate period in Palestine(l917-1948).
A significant aspect of Arab anti-Semitic propaganda:
it claims to be derived from the populace, and yet it actually
reflects the sentiments of the political and cultural leaders
who influence the popular opinion. And it is succeeding in
planting more and more seeds of hatred among the people,
many of whom, until recent years still did feel that common
bond through Shem. In its present form Arab anti-Jewish
sentiment is a combination of ancient anti-Judaism of the
Islamic faith and embellished Nazi propaganda.

Early Anti-Semitism
The Koran, the Sacred Scriptures of Islam, contains in
its traditions some very blatant anti-Semitism. One early
Bible critic, Ibn Hazm (994-1064) denounces the state of the
Jewish Bible as a mere prefabrication of the Jewish people.
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Criticized most of all are the parts that suggest immorality
or sinful behavior: the stealing of Jacob, the adultery of
David, etc. The odiousness of these attributes are blamed on
a Jewish character. Cunning, cowardice, deceitfulness and a
quarrelsome quality are seen personified in the Jews. The
Moslems were not any happier than those of the Christian
Church who persecuted the Jews. Jews were seen as
spiritually backward for not accepting the prophet
Mohammed.
The familiar allegations concerning the Jewish world
plot did not enter Arab anti-Jewish lore till much later. This
aspect of the propaganda does seem to be borrowed from the .
Europeans. The Protocols ofthe Elders ofZion had been
translated into Arabic several times and is widely quot,ed by
several Arab leaders. But the villainousness of the Jew that
was developed early made the more sophisticated villain an
image that was easily palatable.

The Helping Hand of Hatred
"If the Protocols is the most popular anti-Semitic tract
in the Arab world, Hitler's Mein Kampfprobably runs a
close second."1 8 In fact, the man who has been responsible
for translating that work into Arabic was a man who had
worked closely with Goebbels in the Nazi Propaganda
Ministry, Luis Heiden. Another propagandist with Nazi
experience in his credentials and who has worked for the
Arab Information Offices in Cairo is J. Von Leers. This
should not come as a surprise in light of the frequent visits
made by Nazi higher-ups to the Middle East for the purpose
of just such relations. The Mufti of Jerusalem, the major
Arab leader, and a major Iraqi official of the early forties,
Rachid Ali, both found wartime homes in Berlin. In fact,
statements that Hitler could not have phrased better
himself can be heard from the lips of those like Anwar
24

Sadat, King Faisal or others whose Nazi influences are
betrayed by the honor which they bestow upon the memory
of Nazi war criminals written in their history books.
Accusations against Zionism have shown up that are much
too reminiscent of Nazi propaganda techniques. In 1973,
the Palestinian Arab delegation blamed the Zionist Jews for
causing the Watergate scandal as a means of coercion
against President Nixon, to control his dealings in the
Middle East. The connection? That kind of propaganda
doesn't seem to need any vestige oflogic or sense behind it.
It.is easy to see that merely labelling such ludicrous and
yet such familiar statements as anti-Zionism to the
exclusion of calling it what it is, anti-Semitism, would be to
overlook the obvious. The "world conspiracy" charges are
standard brand anti-Semitism. In spite of what Arab
leaders may say about respecting religion and not having
anything against Judaism, their invective goes straight to
the spirit of the Jews as embodied in their religion. "The
Jews, they insist, are not a nation; they are a nature that is
expressed by their religion, which is also the source of their
vileness, because they have deliberately distorted the word
of God that was revealed to them."19
On November 8, 1969, a Dutch court ruled that
"anti-Israel" was synonymous with "anti-Semitic." In a
ruling from President U. W.H. Stheeman, it was decided
that the claims of a newspaper that only purported to be
"anti-Israel" and not "anti-Semitic" could not be
substantiated because a common fate linked all Jews all
over the world. Four years later a similar judgment was
made in a court in France. 2o The two are indeed
inseparable. And more and more Arab terrorist propaganda
is being uncovered as just plain anti-Semitism, with its
emphasis on the religious aspect of the Jewish character.
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A popular Arab writer, Abdullah Tall in his work, The
DangerofWorldJewry• to/slam and Christianity, .
represents the Jewish religion as being composed of three
main inspired works: the Torah, the Talmud, and the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion. The result of such a
religious teaching? Tall cites the outc-0me as crime,
hostility, corruptions, vileness, barbarity, immorality,
fanaticism, arrogance, and insolence. And Zionism?
Zionism is the political expression of the Jewish religion. It
originated from and is a continuation of Judaism. To call
theJews an inferior race in th.e man.ner of the National
Socialists would be an embarrassing situation for the
Semitic Arabs. And so it is the religion where the earmarks
of bestiality are pointed out.
The Arabs are not disturbed by the claim that their
propaganda is merely the echo of others' allegations. It goes
to prove, they say, that the statements that they are making
are true enough as to be commonly agreed upon, discovered
to be true by others. Arabs have even gone so far as to
resurrect some of the common medieval European
propaganda concerning the blood libel. Legends concerning
the Jews during the days of Mohammed have also been
concocted of late, accusing the Jews of treachery, breach of
agreement, incitements, attempts to seduce the Prophet's
followers away. In fact, in keeping with the oft-repeated
propaganda of Christendom, the Moslems are trying to
revive ancient traditions concerning Jewish attempts to
assassinate Mohammed.
In their campaign to show the Jewish people as Zionist
world-conspirators, the Arab nations and the Arab
*Note that the author, in his title, dispenses with the facade of merely
being anti-Zionist, and gets right down to the real issue.
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sympathizers have enlarged the issue to global proportions.
With allies not only in the Middle East, but among
Communist countries and even among anti-Semitic groups
in the United States, they have.sought Ito match wits and
arms with pro-Israel forces on an international front. The
New Left and dozens of other new organizations located in
all major U.S. cities are helping the Arabs·in their
propaganda appeal with the position that Americans just
aren't hearing the whole story with regard to the Middle
East. That Zionists have colored their thinking. That the_
"true facts" are being concealed from them. The "true
facts" somehow are always anti-Israet.21
In addition to the battle fought on the ideological front,
there is that battle that is being fought in the oil fields. The
pressure is on Americans to come to their senses and play
ball with the Arab Oil Companies. On May 31, 1973,
Colonel Qaddafi of Libya pointed out in a news conference
that oil would be used as a "weapon of Arab self-defense."
In a couple of days, the flow of oil to the West was shut off by
Libya, Iraq, Kuwait, and Algeria. There was a definite
campaign that followed. Individuals were reminding the
people of the United States the importance ofdealing
seriously with the Arab countries. Most can remember the
July day when the San Francisco headquarters of Standard
Oil released its statement urging a more "positive support
of their (the Arab people "s) efforts toward peace in the
Middle East."22 The Arab efforts toward peace in the
Middle East have always included running the little state of
Israel into the Mediterranean Sea. But that statement of
Standard Oil wasn't the last.

Roots in the Sand
Conflict in the Middle East goes back through
thousands of years of history, before the Zionists, or the
27

British, before the Moslems or the Christians. It goes back
to a promise that was made to one to whom that little strip
ofland was given. To Abraham. Now. Abraham had two
sons, Ishmael and Isaac. One, the product of the union
between Abraham and the hand maid of his wife Sarah. The
other, the miraculous birth of a son given to Sarah herself,
when she was nearly 90 years old. Sarah had never been able
to bear children before that time. The God whose voice
Abraham followed out of the civilization of his ancestors in
Ur of the Chaldees was the same God who had promised
him that son. But Abraham and Sarah's faith was weakened
before God had brought the miracle to pass, and they
decided to take matters into their own hands. They decided
to provide Abraham an heir in a less-miraculous way;
through the womb of Hagar, Sarah's hand maid. Conflict
begat conflict, and when the son of the promised finally did
come, the son of the compromise was sent away. The two
sons have been fighting untilthis day.
And as for Ishmael ... behold, I have blessed him, and
will make him fruitful, and will multiply him
exceedingly ... and I will make him a great nation ..•

But My covenant will I establish with Isaac.
Genesis 17:20,21

TABLEB
Trends in Population of Jews in Arab Lands
Figures of emigration from Arab nations after the establishment of
the state of Israel: {Iraqi and Syrian governments had anti-Zionist purges
and penecution of all Jews. Result: Mass Migration.)
1948
130.000
25.000
75,000

Population in Iraq
Population in Syria
Population in Egypt

1952
6,000
3,000
35,000

1963
no fig.
no fig.
4,000

If anti-Zionism is simply anti-Zionism, why persecute the Jews living in
Arab lands?
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There are those who believe that there is really no other
kind of anti-Semitism besides Christian anti-Semitism. And
those same people have an almost endless supply of
historical proof to back them up. For them, to talk of racial,
29

social, or economic or even political anti-Semitism is foolish
and naive. These are simply "by-products" of Christian
Jew-hatred.
These writers and historians speak as though there had
never been persecutions of the Jews until the virulence of the
early Church Fathers. Never a Pharaoh, never a Haman,
never a Herod. And yet equally a·s many historians
concerned with the question of anti-Semitism recognize that
whereas the Church has been responsible for much
destruction that has been ghastly and unfounded, still the
.Church was not the inventor of the sickness called antiSetnitism. Perhaps, though, it can be truly said that it was
the most inexcusable of the perpetrators.

"Christ-killer" is the two-word epithet by which the
accusation that lies behind "Christian anti-Semitism" is
hurled. Most Jews have been referred to it in this way at one
time or another. It wasn't until the recent decision by the
late Pope John XXIII that the "officialness" of that
accusation against the Jews was rescinded in the Catholic
Church. Of course, one doesn't wipe out hundreds of years
of mind-set with the flick of one's official "writ." And the
damage of those years can never be repaired. lfwe look
back into the history that preceded this "pardon" perhaps
we can begin to know and appreciate the extent of the
damage.
"Christianity. " merely a Greek rendering of the
Hebrew equivalent of Messianism, began as a branch of
Judaism. The first apostles were all Jews, the first
congregations were all Jewish, the writers of the New
Testament literature were Jewish men. The Messiah himself
was a Jew, an Orthodox Jew who 1.ived according to the
Torah; the perfect Law of Moses. A Messianic concept that
was not central to other religions of peoples that surrounded
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. . ..
and often ruled the Jewish people; not the Greeks, and not
the Romans. Inside out, the new movement which was
brought through the ministry of Jesus of Nazareth was a
Jewish movement.
In the early days after the death of Jesus, worship was
conducted as. usual - in the synagogue and at the Temple.
Just as Judaism had been and continued to be a
proselytizing religion, so too, this new branch of Judaism
that identified itself with the sacrificial atonement of the
Messiah, was a teaching, preaching, active religion. Both
were persecuted by the Romans. It wasn't long before the
two branches struggled against one another and separated.•
There were differences between the two with regard to the
acceptability of having gentiles worship with them- the
traditional Jews had made provisions for proselytes and
God-fearers, but the "new" Jews believed that there was no
longer to be any difference in standing between the groups.
Later, after the end of the first century, during a revolt
against the Emperor Hadrian, the new Jews could not
support the military hero whom many proclaimed the
Messiah, a man named Bar Kochba. How could they, since
they believed the Messiah had already come, not as a hero,
but as a suffering servant? This produced more bitterness
between the two groups. The followers of Bar Kochba
lashed out at the Messianic Jews, calling them traitors and
destroyers! But this clash had always been an argument
•That there were struggles from the beginning _o f Jesus' ministry is evident
from the gospel accounts. One revealing, yet alm()St parenthetical
statement about the situation between those who-believed and those who
denied Jesus can be found in the ninth chapter of the Gospel of John,
indicating that there had already been agreement among the Jewish
leaders,
that ifany one should confess Him (Jesus) to be the Messiah, he
should be put out of the synagogue.
!John 9:21)
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among Jews. Differences, to be sure, but differences any
family might have.
Time passed. "What we find ... in the fourth century
was no longer Jewish, but it was also no longer of Christ."2 3
In 321 A.O., the Emperor Constantine, only a century after
the emperors were throwing the new Jews (or, Christians) to
the lions in the Colosseum, turned the entire Empire ov,er to
the Bishops of Rome. Judaism, a thriving religion in spite of
pressures to keep its influence from spreading, posed a
threat to the Church. The Church had long separated from
the mainstream of Jewish society and has become mainly
gentile. There was no longer any sense of family among Jews
in the Christian faith.

It is this ..Church" and this "Christianity" which gave
birth to the invective of anti-Semitism that has been a tool
of persecution so easily wielded in the hands of the Hitlers,
tsars, and other megalomaniacs of even this century. The cry
of deicide leveled at all Jews, past, present and future,has
echoed through the churches to the ghettoes and shtetls
where Jews have been found over the ages. A blot of his
character which has been imposed upon the Jew for so many
years has often taken the form of a badge on his clothing, a
speeial kind of hat, even a number tattooed on his arm. A
brief summary concerning the early, venerated Church
Fathers will outline the point effectively:

Justin Martyr(d. 167 A.D.) was one of the first to accuse the
Jews of inciting to kill Christians.
Origen {d. 251 A.D.) accused Jews of plotting in their
meetings to murder Christians.

Eusebius·(c.'300 A.D.) alleged that Jews, each year at the
holiday of Purim, engaged in the ceremonial killing of
Christian children.
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St. Hilary ofPoitiers (d. 367 A.D.) said that the Jews were a
perverse people, forever accursed by God.
St. Ephraem (d. 373 A.D.) wrote many of the early church
hymns, some of which maligned Jews, even to the point of
calling the Jewish synagogues "whore-houses."

John Chrysostom (344-407 A.D.), called the "Bishop with
the golden tongue," and Patriarch of Constantinople, said
that there could never be expiation for the Jews, and that
God had always hated them. He called it "incumbent" o~
all Christians to hate the Jews. The Jews, he said, were
assassins of Christ, and worshipers olf the devil.

St. Cyril (d. 444), Patriarch of Alexandria, gave the Jews
within his jurisdiction the choice of conversion, exile, or
stoning.
St. Jerome (d. 420), the celebrated· translator of the Latin
Vulgate, "proved" in his "Tractate Agafnst !el.is .. that Jews
are incapable of understanding the Scripture, and that they
should be severely prosecuted until they are forced to
confess the "true faith."

St. A ugustin.e (d. 430) Bishop of Hippo, called Judaism a
corruption. The true image of the Jew, he said, was Judas
Iscariot, forever guilty and ignorant spiritually. Augustine
decided that Jews, for their own good, and for the good of
the society, must be relegated to the position of slaves. This
theme was later picked up by St. Thomas Acquinas (d.
1274) who demanded that the Jews be called to perpetual
servitude. The Great Reformer, Martin Luther(c. 1544)
added to it by saying that the Jews should not m~.rely. ibe
slaves, but slaves of slaves, that they might not even come
into contact with Christians.
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The list is longer, but these are the most prominent
accusations and slanders of the early period. One's stomach
knots up with the awareness of such desecration by those
who called themselves ''followers of Christ.'' One indignant
writer put it:
We have no quarrel with the message of Jesus ... but
we can have no dialogue with the false and hateful
adherents of churches who have for 2000 years used
the death of a shining son of Israel to wound and
maim, to cut and burn and choke to death the
children of His very brethren ... Whosoe~er loves
Jesus cannot hate His people. And who hates His
people is not a Christian. And no matter how scholarly
the early Church Fathers were, from Justin to
Augustine, Christians they were not.24
It is not for us to judge the assigning of places in the
Kingdom of God. It is His Kingdom, and that is His
privilege. For to say that all the Church Fathers ever wrote
about was the dastardliness of the Jew would be to send the
whole question out of proportion. But to ignore the record
would be equally unfair and unrealistic.

The "Christian" Empire
In the fourth century Christianity stopped being a
religion of creed, and everyone in the Roman Empire who
would not object was given the label ''Christian." In a
situation of such sudden destruction to the very foundation
of a faith that calls upon people to become disciples, it
became easier to give the people sermons which provided a
rallying point of anti-Semitism, rather than a responsibility
which Jesus had spoken of. The church was suddenly
composed of a large number of barbarians. The question:
How to bind them together with spiritual and lofty
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expression? Impossible. Better to make the simple
dichotomies which they could understand and be
enthusiastic about. The dichotomies calling for a foe.
Within three years of the league between the Emperor and
the Bishop of Rome, legislation was introduced, banning
the conversion of anyone to Judaism, or the attempt to
convert anyone to Judaism. Now the struggling church had
political power to wield in winning its battle with the Jews.
The sermons rang in the ears of the masses, year after
year, for centuries. In the church-run state, the Jews were
considered second-class citizens. Their rights were curtailed
by the powers that made the laws. And the denunciation of
the Jews as a "people cursed by God" filtered through all
aspects of life, political, social and economic.
In the Middle Ages, since they were not entitled to own
land, the Jews were forced to fill positions as tax-collectors.
This unsavory post added to the unpopular image, and a
stereotype that has not left us today, was born. It became
easier and easier to blame any and all hardship on the Jews.
The Black Death of 1348, which wiped out so large a
segment of the European population, was attributed to the
Jews' poisoning the wells. Under torture, many confessed to
this crime.
In the name of Christ, the canard of the evilintentioned Jew was reinforced by the church. The
culmination of the capture of Jerusalem, during the great
"religious" event known as the Crusades, in 1099, saw the
rounding up of all the Jews into the Great Synagogue of that
city. When they were securely inside the locked doors, the
synagogue was set afire. And the misguided Crusaders, with
the lies of the perverted sermons fresh in their ears, sang as
they marched around the blaze, "Christ, We Adore Thee."
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Two hundred years later, all the Jews were exiled from
England and compelled to leave their property to the British
government. This was an order from the Archbishop of
Canterbury.
"God wills it" was on the lips of persecutors in France
and Germany whose forced baptisms were the only choice
other than death offered to thousands of Jews.
Catholicism wasn't the only perpetrator of church antiSemitism. The aged Martin Luther, frustrated by years of
non-response to his simple gospel on the part of German
Jews, said that the root of their non-response was their evil,
devilish nature. In his Schem Hamphoras, the Jews were
referred to as ritual murderers, poisoners of wells; he called
for all Talmuds and synagogues to be destroyed. Many who
know little else of Luther have cast him in the same light as
the German who rose to power 400 years later and put into
action those demands. Those who know of the penitenc,e
with which he later reconsidered many of these statements
and the work that Luther accomplished toward reform in
the church, genuinely regard these expressions of
frustration and unkindness with regret and sadness.

True Christianity
What shall we say, then, concerning "Christendom"
and its treatment of the Jews? The story is not completely
black, by any means. There have always been those who
have shown loyalty to the one who said that he came to give
his life freely, that no man takes it from him. The one
who preached forgiveness for those who unwittingly desired
his crucifixion • . . both Jew and gentile. The one who said
that he came for the lost sheep of the house of Israel ...
because he loved them so deeply. The one who wept over
Jerusalem and loved its inhabitants the way a hen loves her
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chicks, with the desire to draw them near to safety in him.
In spite of the many who have preached death to the Jews,
there have been those who are the faithful ones, the "true
Christians," if I may call them that, meaning the ones
whose lives emulated that of Christ, the Messiah.
True Christians know that there is no such thing as
"Christ-killing." Central to the faith in a saving Messiah is
the firm understanding that the one who has the power to
save, also has the power to save himself, if he should so
desire. Jesus was not overcome by those who followed Judas
into the Garden of Gethsemane to arrest him. It was for that
purpose that he had lived among men. It was that same
Jesus who had said,
No one has taken it (my life) away from me, but I lay it
down on my own initiative. I have the authority to lay
it down, and I have the authority to take it up again.
(John 10:18)

Jesus did not look forward to the pain and humilii.ation
that he knew was to follow. But he was steadfast to do what
must be done in order that atonement might be made. And
when it came time for the atoning death to take place, the
suffering servant Messiah was not the victim of.a mob, but
the fulfillment of prophecy.
He was oppressed and he was affli<:ted,
Yet He did not open His mouth;
Like a lamb that is led to the slaughter,
And like a sheep that is silent before its shearers,
So He did not open His mouth
But He was pierced through for our transgressions,
He was crushed for our iniquities;
The chastening for our well-being fell upon Him,
And by His scourging we are healed.
(Isaiah 53:7,5)
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So the "killing of Christ" in light of the prophet's
words becomes a meaningless accusation when levelled at
the Jews. In light of the prophecy, too, it takes on meaning
when we apply the charge to all who have ever sinned and
caused the necessity of such payment for that sin. In that
sense, all mankind can share in the responsibility for Jesus'
substitutionary death, for it was for them that he died.
And beyond the discussion of the death of the Messiah,
there is also central to the faith of the "true Christian" the
belief in Jesus• resurrection. Those who accuse the Jews of
killing Christ demonstrate a lack of faith in the resurrection
that was prediicted and accomplished. The apostle Paul
said,
... if Christ has not been raised, then our preaching
is vain, your faith also is vain.. . (I Corinthians 15:14)

If Christianity is merely faith in a martyred and tragic
figure, then it is at best maudlin and sentimental. But faith
in Christ is faith in a risen Messiah whose resurrection was
proof that the sacrifice for sin was accepted as paymenif: in
the eyes of God. Those who busy themselves with
persecuting Jews for the murder of a living Messiah are a
testimony to their own lack of faith, and certainly are not
"Christian" in the true sense of the word.

And what shall we say concerning the message of the
man from Nazareth, who claimed to be the Messiah, Son of
David? Did he really teach Jew-hatred? Of course not.
Certainly he desired that all might come to know Him and
the peace that He came to bring. He came to cement a
broken relationship, that between God and mankind; all
mankind. He did not preach revenge, he preached forgiveness. Even as the hung on the cross, he practiced what he
preached, sayimg,
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Father forgive them; for they do not know what they
are doing.
(Luke 23:34)

And it was like Jesus to speak those words at that time, for it
was for forgiveness' sake that he hung there. It was never
Jesus' inte.n tion that men should kill one another to avenge
his death. It was he who taught that we should forgive ·
seventy times seven times when we have been wronged. In
the prayer that he taught his disciples to pray was induded
the phrase,
And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven
our debtors.
(Mat thew 6:12)

The true Christian is anxious to forgive, for he is ever
aware that if God hadn't lavished His forgiveness upon us,
there would be no possibility of being able to call Him "Our
Father."
Religious wars, crusades, inquisitions ... these were
the last things on Jesus' mind when he walked among men,
teaching. Here was a man of peace, the Prince of Peace, as
he is called by the prophet Isaiah, who, when speaking of the
Messiah, said,
And His name will be called Wonderful Counselor,
Mighty God,
Eternal Father, Prince of Peace.
(Isaiah 9:6)

And the apostle Paul says of this Sar Shalom,
Therefore having been justified by·faith, we have
peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ,
(Romans 5:1)

Peace with God; peace with our brothers; peace within.
That was the gift of Jesus. Not strife, swords and swastikas.
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"In order that Jews may become converted• it is of the
highest importance that Christians should make a start by
getting converted themselves, that is, by becoming real _
believers and not formal ones." 25 In other words, Jesus'
followers ought to start being like Jesus. And let it not go
overlooked that there have been many whose love for Christ
has caused an abounding love for the Jewish people. Corrie
Ten Boom, in The Hiding Place, tells the tale of one such
Christian family whose Christ-motivated love for the Jewish
people took on the sacrificial nature of the Savior's love.
Whose Christ-motivated sense of justice made them stand
against violence of any kind, because violence of any kind is,
by definition, anti-Christian. Whose Christ-motivated sense
of reality knew that to stand in the presence of anti-Semitic
behavior, as Christians, was to most surely stand against
Christianity as well. For an astute observation takes notice
of the fact that a warning must be given to those in the
church who condone anti-Semitism. A warning which has
been borne out of the ideologies of Nazism and Communism
both: anti-Semitism must eventually reveal its antiChristian nature. You just can't hate the Jews without
also hating Jesus, the Jew. It just doesn't make sense.
True Christianity, a Jewish movement at its roots, is a
faith in love. The love of God shown to the world by the
sacrifice that would cleanse the hearts of all those who
would apply the atonement of the Messiah Yeshua, or Jesus.
The love that the One who was Himself sinless, poured out
upon a sinful world, unreconciled to God. It is the love that
those who call themselves Christians are supposed to be
characterized by.
•Convert is a Biblical word, meaning to turn from 's in to God.
See Psalm 19:7.
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By this all men will know that you are my disciples; if
you have love for one another.
(John 13:35)

The Bible and Anti-Semitism
The question has been raised, "Is the New Testament
an anti-Semitic book?" To those who inquire, it must be
asked, "Is the Old Testament, the Tenach, an anti-Semitic
book?" The question is rhetorical. The answer, if one insists
on an answer, is "No." Both the Old and New Covenants, or
Testaments, contain passages that are plaintive concerning
the Jewish peop.le. Both complain of their hard-heartedness,
their stiff-neckedness, their wickedness and their wandering
away from God. The Jewish people are human, sinful, just
as the gentiles are . . . all mankind is afflicted with the same
problem. The prophets complained. The apostles
complained. But no one would call the Old Testament antiSemitic, because it is recognized to be written in a Jewish
context, about Jews, for Jews, and by Jews. It is the way one
would complain about a relative. It is the same with the New
Testament. But when the complaints are in the mouths of
those whom one no longer recognizes in a family context,
the charge of prejudice and hatred comes easily.
Just as the first-century.context of Christian and nonChristian Jews was basicaJly the setting for a family quarrel,
so was the writing of the New Testament Gospels. It wasn't
called "anti-Semitic" until it fell into the hands and from
the lips of strangers. These strangers used the writin.gs to
make judgments that were never intended to promote antiSemitism when first written by Matthew, John, Paul and the
other Jewish writers. These men consistently saw and
referred to themselves as Jews. An il.lustration of this can be
taken from the 16th chapter of the Book of Acts; the
apostles Paul and Silas found themselves injail. The charge
against them -
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These men are throwing our city into confusion being
Jews, and are proclaiming customs which it is not
lawful for us to accept or to observe, being Romans.
(Acts 16:21)

In the minds of their accusers, these men who preached the
message of the Messiah were identified unmistakably as
Jews, for they unmistakably were, and never ceased to be so.
No, the New Testament is not an anti-Semitic book.
But what has often become intentional anti-Semitism has
used as its proof text what was always intended to be a
"family matter."
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COQC)UsiOI)
You Cal)'t Overtt,row God
by Killit>~ Jews
Many have theorized about the root cause of antisemitism. Some swear·that it began with Christianity.
Others find its roots in the Graeco-Roman world. Still
others have employed the psychological tools of the
twentieth century to-reach back into the innermost worki~gs
of the ones who have been determined to spread the venom
of anti-Semitism.
The Jews are a people set apart. Many presume this to
be a projection of superiority, a phenomenon which
·
becomes resentment-producting( Originally this
set-apartness began with a single man.
Now the Lord said to Abram,
Go forth from your country,
And from your relatives,
And from your father's house,
To the land which I will show you;
And I will make you a great nation,
And I will bless you,
And make your name great;
And so you shall be a blessing;
And I will bless those who bless you,
And the one who curses you I will curse,
And in you all the families of the earth shall be blessed
(Genesis 12:1-3)
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God set the Jewish people apart from tl)e time of their
first forefather Abrahai:TI to be a praise to Goo, the evidence
that the One True God is who He says He is. Even the name
Judah, fro~ which the term "Jew" is derived, indicates that
the people who bear this name are to be a praise to God.
Certainly those who have been called Jews have not always
fulfilled their divine destiny by their own intention_. Yet. as
much as anti-Semitism has existed through the ages, both in
c<#ert and overt manner, there still rem~in Jews today,
testifylng by their very existence to the trustworthiness of
God. One statistician h~s estimated that if not for the
mass~cres and forced conversions of the Jewish people,
they would have numl;>ered over 100,000,000 by the year
1940. 2.6 But the roughly 14,000,000 tfl.at populate the world
today are still evidence, fourteen million cold, h~rd facts,
which testify to God's faith~lness.
The aloofness of the Jew in"r~ased as he followed the
regulations of the Torah whose tenets made a~similation
impossible. It was i~terpreted by otl!ers a~ haughtiness,
which indeed_it often became, as we examine Scripture. The
Jewish people would often attempt, of necessity, to extract
guarantees insuring special treatment from an outside
authority under whose rule they lived ... that they might
worship and live in the ritanner'prescribed by God.

Some of the earlies~ forms .of persecuti_o n against the
Jews in recorded Biblical history occurred because of this
very desire not to assimiliate. The Pharaoh in Egr.pt who was
no longer familiar with the story of how Joseph had saved
the land from famine because of his relationship with God,
saw the Jewish people who grew mightier and mightier in
the lailCl of Goshen as a threat to his power. Later, while the
Jewish people were subjects of the King of Persia, an
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aspirer to the throne named Haman was put out by the fact
that there were, among the Jews, those whose loyalty to the
Almighty made them refuse to bow down to a mere man. ·
Men who have wanted worship from the people who were
instructed to have no gods before Jehovah, have always
become persecutors of the Jews. And the heroes among the
Jewish people have always been those men who have
withstood the pressure to bow down. Mordecai woQld not
bend his knee to Haman. Daniel would not violate the
dietary Jaws while under foreign rule in Babylon. The
Maccabees were heroes of the Jewish people for standing up
to the Seleucid ruler Antiochus Epiphanes who had ibrought
a statue of himself into the Temple to be worshiped. Their
revolt against this desecrator is still the subject of the
important Jewish holiday, Chanukaih. So it seems, from
earliest times, that the resistance on the part of the faithful
ones who worshipped God and God alone was the source of
the earliest anti-Semitism.
In more recent history there hav~ been men like Hitler
and Stalin for whom the presence of the Jews has been an
aggravation. Here were.men whose ideologies and desire for
personal power put them at odds with the Jews. At the core
of it, they had a desire to oust God. The years of antisemitism propaganda from the Church gave these men a
history of hatred to tap. But the battle against the ·one who
promised Abraham an everlasting seed merely ended in
death for these dictators, and a legacy of chaos and
destruction which they left to the world. Even if you have all
the power of the nations behind you, you cannot depose
God (Psalm 2).
·
The root seems to be basic to man himself. The !hatred
of the Jews seems to stern from alienation from God. Even
those who have invoked the name of the Savior while
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murdering His kinsmen, have been called by psychologist~
like Freud, Maurice Samuel and Jacques Maritain, victims
of"Christophobia." Many of those church Fathers, or
followers of them, they claim, were actually haters of God
and haters of the restrictions and expectations of
Christianity.
They must spit on the Jews as the "Christ-killers"
because they long to spit on the Jews as "ChristGivers."27

It is the rigid, Victorian-type, pent-up "Christian" they
say, who is most likely to be the "super"Christian." The
exclusionary defender of the faith. The over-oppressed
Christian hates the Jew for bringing the suspected source of
this oppression, the Messiah. There have been many leaders
throughout Church history that have emphasized sin and
deemphasize forgiveness and freedom in accepting the
Messiah, that many could not bear the burden of guilt that
they felt they had to bear to be honoring to God. By cursing
the Jew in a diversionary and acceptable way, one can safely
with approval, reject his background. The hate, ~nee more,
is the resentment against the God that was presented to
them. The God that no one's human nature seeks to
worship. The resentment is not actually against the Jews.
Notably among the "super-religious" that fall into this
category, we find Goebbels, Hoess and others who came
from a strict German-Catholic background.

Modern-day Jews often remember their early days of
religious training, and those young boys who spat at them
and called them "Christ-killer." These young persecutors,
subject to a long day of parochial school education were
often merely expressing their energy and frustration at these
"acceptable" Jewish targets.
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Our conclusion? That anti-Semitism, no matter what
the era or what the proportions, is, in essence, rebellion
against God. Hatred, confusion and murder are not of His
making. Christian anti-Semitism is not the failure of Christ.
And without Him and His love present in the hearts of
the people of the world, there is no hope that the Jewish
people will find peace around them. But without His love
present in the hearts of the Jews themselves, there is likewise
no hope that the Jewish people wi11 find peace inside.
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Glossary
Anti·Semitism:

A set of negative and sometimes
hostile beliefs and prejudices·regarding Jews. The term is inaccurate, bebecause the word "Semite" properly
refers to persons who speak Serr.iitic
languages, and includes Arabs and
other peoples.
·

Weimar Republic:

Named after the town in East
Germany where, in 1919, the constitution for the new German republic
was written after Germany's defeat in
the First World War.

Hegelian:

Georg Wilhelm Freidrich Hegel (17701831) was a German philosopher. His
philC?Sophy lent itself to a belief in the
historic~ evolution and development
of the human spirit which was easily
used to promote the Nazi theory of a
"pure race."

Aryan:

The language spoken by people who
are supposed to have lived long ago on
the Iranian plateau of South Asia.
One branch of these people migrated
to Europe, an~ most modem Europeans speak Aryan languages. There
is, technically, no such thing as an
Aryan race, though that propaganda
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theory did gain great popularity in the
late l 900's and during the ti.me of the
Third Reich.
Diasporic:

Diaspora means exile. Jewish people
living outside the land of Israel are
said to live in the diaspora.

S.S.:

"Schutzstaffe/, " meaning protective
squad; the Nazi police force.

Teutonic:

Teuton is a name sometimes given to a
member of the Germanic peoples. It's
used most accurately to describe a language group which includes both the
Scandinavian and Germanic tongues.

Volk:

German word, meaning "people."
This came to be regarded as a reverent
expression describing the faithful
German people, that is, the Aryan
race.

Bolshevik:

Name given to a group within the
Russian Social Democratic Labor
Party. In 1903, the Party split and the
leader of the Bolshevik (majority)
Party was a man named Lenin.

Bundist:

Referring to the Bund, the name of a
Jewish Socialist organization.

Menshevik:

Name give~ to the minority group that
resulted from the split in the Russian
Social Democratic Labor Party.
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Zionism:

Movement established originaJly
aimed at establishing a national
Jewish state in Palestine. Now the term
refers to the movement aimed at maintaining this state.

Mandate Period:

In 1917 Chaim Weizmann persuaded
the British government to issue the
Balfour Declaration, a statement
favoring the establishment of a I ewish
homeland in Palestine. This statement
was ratified by the Leaglie of Nations.
In 1922 the British were appoint¢ to
rule over the land as a legal mandate
(or administration). The mandate
ended at the time of Israeli independence.

Mein Kampf.

"My Struggle," a book written by
Adolf Hitler, a combination biography
and outline of his political ideas. This
was the "Bible" for the National
Socialist Movement.

Goebbels:

Joseph Paul Goebbels was the German
Minister of Public Enlightenment and
Propaganda during the Nazi regime.

Blood Libel:

The accusation by which Jews were
said to use human ~lood in Jewish
worship, most notably, the alleged use
of the blood of gentile children in the
making ofmatzoh for Passover.
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New Left:

Radical political and social movement
in the United States which began in
the early 1960's. Many in this group
are committed to the liquidation of
the state of Israel, and are a consistent
and valued tool for the dissemination
of Arab propaganda.

BarKochba:

Literally, "son of the star;" the name
given to a Jewish revolutionary who led
an uprising against the Roman
authority in the early second century,
A.O. He was proclaimed, by Rabbi
Akiva, to be the Messiah.

Tenach:

Jewish Scriptures, Old Testament: An
acrostic made up of the first letters of
the Hebrew words: Torah (Law),
Neviim (Prophets), and Ketuvim
(Writings).
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